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Art. I. Retrospection
,

or n Review of Public Occurrences in

China during the last ten years
,
from January ls<, 1832, to

December 3\st, 1841. (Continued from page 374.)

In our last number, the review of the events of 1839, in Canton, was

brought down to the end of March, when the negotiations regarding

the mode of delivering the opium were still pending. These were

soon settled
;
and on

April 3d. The second superintendent proceeded outside, to

direct and oversee the fulfillment of the obligations. We continue

this part of the narrative, as far as practicable, in the words of capt.

Elliot’s official dispatches to lord Palmerston.

“ In my position, and with my thoughts intensely fixed upon the difficulties

that have befallen this great trade, I may spare your lordship the language of

excuse for the following matter. It is my first duty to express a plain conviction,

that no efforts of her majesty’s government, either of negotiation purely, or of

negotiation supported by arms, could recover, for trade to be carried on at

Canton, such a degree of confidence as would restore its late important extent.

All sense of security has been broken to pieces. In fact, my lord, the first truth

deducible from the actual proceedings of this government, is strikingly momen-
tous ;

namely, that a separation from the ships of our country, on the main land

of China, is wholly unsafe. The movement of a few hours has placed the lives,

liberty, and property of the foreign community in China, with all the vast inte-

rests, commercial and financial, contingent upon our security, at the mercy of this

government. And if this fearful intelligence reaches England and India before

the news of our liberation, and before that of the reassuring measures which I

felt myself called upon to take, I am greatly afraid that the shock will be incal.

ctilably heavy, and most widely felt. Indeed, before I leave this part of the sub-

jeet, 1 would presume to express the anxious hope, that her majesty’s government

51VOL, XI. NO, VIII.
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will nee fit, as soon as these dispatches come to hand, to make such a declaration

concerning its general intentions, as will have the effect of upholding confidence.

1 am writing this dispatch, my lord, in a moment of anxiety, and I close it

abruptly, to save the opportunity of Mr. Johnston, who is leaving us in our con-

finement, as your lordship will observe by the narrative dispatch, in a sudden man-

ner. This is our first intercourse, of a sure kind, with our countrymen and

families outside for twelve days."

—

Corresp. p. 384.

Commissioner Lin, “ rash man,” has brought on his country and

on himself, the terrible reaction which the “stultified barbarian”

foresaw and foretold. For dates of some minor occurrences, we

refer our readers to the Repository, vol. VIII., p. 437. The follow-

ing series of dates are addressed to viscount Palmerston.

“Canton, April 6th, J 839.

“ M v lord,— I resume my anxious task, taking up the narrative from the date

of Mr. Johnston’s departure to Macao on the 3d instant. The blockade has not

relaxed,—indeed, judging from the increased rareness with which we receive in-

formation from below, the reverse is the case. We are without further intelli-

gence than I recorded in my last dispatch. In other respects our situation is the

same. Yesterday forenoon, Howqua and Mowqua visited me, and brought me
the draft of a bond, which they said had just been placed in their hands by an

officer deputed by the high commissioner. I returned it to them ; but in the

course of the afternoon, they left a copy of the same paper with the General

Chamber of Commerce.

“ Last evening, I received an official paper on the subject, (Chi. Rep. vol. VII.,

p. 650) to which I made no reply
;
and this afternoon a direct address from the high

commissioner himself, enjoining the execution of this monstrous instrument. To-

morrow being Sunday, no reply need be made ; but on the next day I shall return

the answer now transmitted, and if we are ever free, the more practical and fit

reply will be the withdrawal of all the queen’s subjects from the grasp of this

government. It has seemed to me, however, that the direct avowal of such a

purpose at present would have the effect of increasing the great risks and discom-

fort of our situation. Trade with China at any point remote from the station

of our ships, as I have already observed to your lordship, is no longer a possible

state of circumstances. On reconsidering the public correspondence already

transmitted, I find that the high commissioner boldly fastens our actual condition

of imprisonment on iny intention to make my escape, taking with me Mr. Dent.

“ The facts shall answer his excellency. On the 19th ultimo, all intercourse

between Canton, Whampoa, and the outside anchorages was authoritatively stop-

ped by the commands of this government, and not a single ship’s boat has suc-

ceeded in getting from Canlon to Whampoa since the 21st ultimo, (excepting

my own on the 2 1th at the risk of my life from Whampoa to Canton) up to this

date, 6th April. I did not leave Macao till the 23d March. On the 24th I pass,

ed through the Bogue, and there I fell in with the British ship Heroine,

detained (notwithstanding the perfect formality of her pass) upon the express

ground that “ householders” might attempt to escape on board of her. So much

for the implication that all was open till I came in, with the intention to run out.

x Your lordship will know that 1 came here to do my duty, which was to place

mvself, if possible, between the fearful proceedings of his excellency and her
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majesty's subjects, and. if I could not ward them off, at least to share them. This

rash man is hastening on in a career of violence, which will react upon this

empire in a terrible manner.

“ I am sensible, my lord, that the whole body of reasoning governing my pro-

ceedings throughout the momentous affairs cast upon me, will demand a separate

and detailed exposition. But situated as I am, uncertain of the means of commu-

nication, or opportunities of leisure which may be afforded to me, I feel assured

your lordship will pardon me for noting any reflections that may occur to me in

this detached and occasional way. Before the arrival of the high commissioner,

I had steadily considered the expediency of formally requiring all the British ships

engaged in the opium trade to sail away from the coasts of China. But the

objections to that measure were very strong, and the result has proved that I

took a sound view in refraining from it. In the first place, it was remembered

that the late frequent, changes of policy of the government in relation to this

trade, left it a matter of perfect doubt to the very day before the commissioner’s

first edicts appeared, whether the avowed purposes were to be depended upon or

not, or whether the object was merely the extensive check of the trade by sub-

jecting it to heightened temporary inconvenience, and exacting some considerable

fees for the price of its future relaxation.

“ Although I had certainly come to the conclusion, for some months since, that

the determination of the court to put down the trade was firmly adopted, I had

neither then nor now formed such a judgment of its power effectually to accom-

plish that object. And it behoved me to pause most gravely before I committed

her majesty’s government to any direct concernment with this delicate subject,

and immense mass of property, upon my personal opinions
; or, without the

strongest public necessity, immediately affecting the safety of the lives and gene-

ral interests of her majesty’s subjects. It should be added, too, that my own
opinions were contradicted, in a strong practical form, by the persons most deeply

interested; for the increasing imports proved that there was no real and general

apprehension of the measures which have been taken. But an additional and

pressing motive for caution in this respect arose from my conviction, that, be

the traffic carried on how it might, the time had arrived when the merchants

engaged in the trade at Canton must resolve to forego their connection with it.

And I was of opinion that the continuance of the shipping on the spot might

enable them all frankly to meet any reasonable advances on the part of the high

commissioner, with plain and respectful" statements, setting forth their readiness

to abandon the further pursuit of the trade entirely
; but soliciting time and

reasonable opportunities, upon the ground of the course of connivance it had en-

joyed ; and upon the great impulse it had so lately received by the public prepara-

tions of the imperial government to legalize it.

“ Up to a very late date, my lord, no portion of the trade to China has so

regularly paid its fees to the officers of this and the neighboring provinces, high

and low, as that of opium ; and, under all the circumstances of the case, I am
warranted in describing the late measures to be those of public robbery, and of

wanton violence on the queen’s officers and subjects, and all the foreign communi-
ty in China. In my dispatch of March 30th last, I have already acknowledged

to your lordship that, looking to pressure of extreme urgency, I had made up my
mind to incur very heavy personal responsibilities for the sake of peace and the

general trade, concerning these ships. Once more referring your lordship to my
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note to the governor, dated at Macao, on the 23d March, and a copy of which

reached the keunmin fit on the same day, by the avowal of the chief pilot whose

duty it was to deliver it, I would ask, Upon what admissible principle the govern,

ment could make a prisoner of me? It was my fixed purpose, my lord, when I

left Macao, to afford every reasonable satisfaction concerning the immediate with-

drawal of this property, unquestionably drawn here by a long course of encourage-

ment on the part of this government ; and either to cause the merchants of my
country, engaged in trade at Canton, to make solemn promises that they would

abstain from connection with the opium traffic in future, or myself, on the part

of her majesty’s government, to undertake that no reclamation should be made

if they were forthwith expelled.

“ I must confess, that I had contemplated these gravest responsibilities with

intense uneasiness
;
but for the sake of the considerations I have noticed, and

mindful of the character of the trade, I should not have shrunk from them, if I

could have drawn from this government reasonable securities for the future, and

moderate explanations concerning the past. But, my lord, when I arrived at

Whampoa, on the 24th ultimo, and learnt that this intemperate man had abso-

lutely begun to work out the dark threats involved in his edicts, against the mer-

chants of my country ; I saw that there was no hope of accommodation by such

means as I had considered. His purposes were plain ; and it was my clear duty

to let them reach me, and not the merchants acting principally for absent men,

and therefore wholly incapable of taking consentaneous courses, or any other than

those which would lead to separate and ruinous surrenders of all this immense

mass of property.

“ The surrender of the property at the first public summons was founded upon

the clear perception, that the demand without alternative of any kind, under the

circumstances of strictest and most unprovoked restraint, faithfully described in

my public nolice of March 30th (See Chi. Rep. vol. VII., p. 633), was an act of

forcible spoliation of the very worst description, justly leaving to her majesty the

right of full indemnity and future security. The situation of this peculiar property

has been entirely altered by the high commissioner’s proceedings
; and his con-

tinuance of the state of restraint, insult, and dark intimidation, subsequently to

the surrender, has certainly classed the whole case amongst the most shameless

violences which one nation has ever yet dared to perpetrate against another. It

is not by measures of this kind that the Chinese government can hope to put down

a trade, which every friend to humanity must deplore
;
great moral changes can

never be effected by the violation of all the principles of justice and moderation.

The wise course would have been to make the trade shameful, and wear it out by

degrees in its present form. The course taken will change the manner of its

pursuit at once, cast it into desperate hands, and with this long line of unprotected

coast, abounding in safe anchorages, and covered with defenceless cities, I fore-

sec a state of things terrible to reflect upon.

“ Perhaps, indeed, the chief mischief of the actual proceedings, is the evil feel,

jug of revenge they will unquestionably produce in the minds of the class of men,

otherwise disposed to engage in the traffic for the mere love of gain; they will

seem to justify, in the consciences of such persons, every species of retaliation.

Indeed, I feel assured, that the single mode of saving the coasts of the empire from

a shocking character of warfare is interference of her majesty’s government for

the just vindication of all wrong, and the effectual prevention of crime and wretch-
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edness l>y permanent settlement. Comprehensively considered, this measure has

become of high obligation towards the Chinese government, as well as to the

public interests and character of the British nation. There can be neither safety

nor honor for either government till her majesty’s flag flies on these coasts in a

secure position.

“April 11th, 1839.

“ The interval between the date of my last notice and the present, has been

mainly occupied by the high commissioner’s pertinacious adherence to the demand

for the execution of the bond. (Chi. Rep. vol VII., p. 650.) The American and Dutch

consuls have been similarly assailed, and have replied substantially in the same

sense.

“ Prisoners in his excellency's hand, I have not considered it expedient for the

present to explain, that, whilst her majesty’s government will offer no objection to

the principle, that the emperor has the just right to make what laws seem good to

him for the government of all persons in his dominions, there will remain, first,

the right of remonstrance and its consequences to her majesty
; secondly, the free

election of departure to her majesty’s subjects ; and, thirdly, an inherent impossi-

bility to the admissible execution of any legislation involving capital, and probably

any other, punishment or liability, save expulsion, in respect of her majesty’s sub-

jects who may remain in China, till the laws, in the language of his late majesty’s

instructions, shall be administered towards them “ in the same manner in which

the same are, or shall be, administered towards the subjects of China.” Denied

all right of free intercourse, or appeal to the higher tribunals of the empire, the

state of circumstances contemplated in the instructions does not exist. Being on

this subject, I should not omit to mention to your lordship that most of the foreign

merchants in Canton had already signed and transmitted to the high commis-
sioner, a voluntary pledge, couched in very extensive terms, to the effect, that

they would have no further connection with the opium traffic. His excellency,

however, was not satisfied, and hence the bond.

“ I trust that I shall be able to avert any recurrence to intimidatory proceed-

ings against the merchants, concerning this monstrous instrument, presented at

a moment and under circumstances which intensely aggravate the responsibility

that the high commissioner is casting upon his country and himself. His excei-

lency, however, left Canton for the Bocca Tigris yesterday evening, to be present
at the delivery of the opium

;
and I know not what effect my late address pro-

duced upon him. But adverting to the demand I have made for time, (which I

have made principally to turn aside a return of proceedings against the mer-
chants,) I need hardly acquaint your lordship that my first measure after we are
set at liberty, will be to declare her majesty’s government irresponsible for the
safety of British shipping or property which may enter this port subsequently to

the date of my notice. And with the liberty and lives of her majesty’s subjects in

constant danger, pending their continued stay within the grasp of this govern-
ment, I shall further enjoin them all, in urgent terms, to quit the place with her
majesty’s establishment. My own departure will be regulated by the fulfillment

of my public engagements to this government.

“We hear of the arrival of the ships at Lankeet, but the blockade continues
very strict, and 1 am without letters from Mr. Johnston, since his departure on
the 3d instant. Your lordship will judge of our separation from all intercoures
with the ships and people of our countries, when I mention that I have not sue.
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reeded in getting one line from any person outside, since my imprisonment here

on the 24th ultimo. It is to the great honor of a community principally com.

posed of merchants unaccustomed to confinement and anxiety of this distressing

nature, that their confidence in the protection of his majesty’s government is their

sufficient support.

,
“April 13th, 1839.

“ I permit myself to refer your lordship to the memorials laid before the emperor

relating to the opium question, which were transmitted, in a printed form, in my
dispatch of February 2d, 1837. Their attentive consideration will be needful for

the treatment of the grave public difficulties forming the subject of these dispatches.

The memorial of the governor and lieutenant-governor of these provinces (vol. V.,

page 259,) in support of the legalization policy, was formally transmitted to

the foreigners through the official organs of the government, together with their

own remarkable report (vol. V., page 385). The natural effect was an imme-

diate and prodigious impulse to the trade ; and dismissing all claim for modera-

tion, arising from the considerations of the laxness of the court (to use careful

terms), and the long connivance of the officers, the fact now noticed should of

itself have secured to this property, upon every ground of justice aud sound

policy, totally different treatment than has now been hazarded. The utmost con-

ceivable encouragement, direct and indirect, upon the one hand, and sudden vio-

lent spoliation on the other, are the characteristics of the Chinese measures con-

cerning the opium subject.

ii The institution of intimidatory proceedings against the merchants, the con-

tinued forcible detention of all our persons, the menaced privation of fresh water,

of food, and of the life of her majesty’s officer, form the heavy account of res-

ponsibilities which this government has now incurred. I am not ignorant, my

lord that the sacrcdness of British life, liberty, and property, from sudden and

most unjustifiable aggression, is an active principle of that spirit of government

which has placed us where we stand amongst the nations. And whatever por-

tion of the uttermost fraction of expense her majesty in her magnanimity may

be pleased to restore, the requirement of the whole certainly seems to be of

highest obligation. Such a course is necessary, not for the sake of the value

surrendered, or to be recovered by force, but for the effectual prevention of the

like dark proceedings.

“ There is reason to believe, that the author of the rational policy advocated

in these papers, was the great minister Yuen Yuen, formerly governor of these

provinces, a man of singular moderation and wisdom, and probably more vers-

ed in affairs of foreign trade and intercourse, than any statesman in the empire.

Hli N&itsz’, who was an officer in this province during his administration, is

supposed to have acted under his guidance, and Yuen Yuen’s concurrent retire-

ment or nearly so, from the Inner Council, by the emperor’s permission, with the

late degradation of Htl Nditsz’, is a circumstance which favors these views.

The adverse character of reasoning in these reports is less remarkable in my

judgment, on account of the special hostility to the legalization of opium, than

because of the general reactive and restrictive spirit concerning the whole sub-

ject of foreign intercourse.

•‘This scheme of policy would necessarily acquire prodigious credit and force,

if the present proceedings were lightly treated. But from all I have been able

to observe of the character of this court, it seems to be a just inference that
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immediate and vigorous measures on the jrart of her majesty’s government will

as suddenly and completely restore the wise and liberal party to the ascendant

in the emperor’s councils, as it was lately cast out. At all events, the time has

arrived when her majesty’s government must consent to the rapid growth of

relaxation, or restriction, concerning foreign intercourse; the more sinister of

which policy has prevailed for the moment, and is actually in harshest operation.

In my own humble opinion, the Chinese government is utterly without the spring

of power to jerk back (if I may so have it) to the accomplishment of the present

reactive purposes; in my mind, theyican lead only to a safe setting aside by her

majesty’s prompt, powerful, and measured intervention, or to discreditable, but

not. less certain, overthrow, by the movements of lawless men on the coasts.

“ Thus profoundly impressed, (and my practical opportunities of judging arc so

favorable, as to go far to compensate my inability to searcli such subjects with

the needful spirit,) I cannot but express the anxious hope that her majesty’s go-

vernment will find it easier, more just to itself, and more considerate to this em-

pire, to adjust the effects of the rash but impotent proceedings which emanate

from the actual councils of the emperor, than to remedy, at some little later

period, evils of a different and far more difficult nature. It has sometimes occur-

red to me, that the uneasy temper of the Nepaulese and Burmese courts, parti-

cularly on the subject of -the residence of political agents, is not entirely uncon-

nected with Chinese suggestion ; neither can I dismiss from my mind the surmise,

that the increasing indisposition of the Chinese to the foreign trade by the sea-

shore, may find some explanation in the existence of an establishment at Peking,

which I need not advert to particularly
; but whence the notion, that safer and

more extensive commerce and intercourse might be carried on by the land fron.

tier would arise more naturally, than any suggestions favorable to the British

government, or to the protection of British trade.

“April 17th, 1839.
“ The correspondence will inform your lordship that our close captivity still

continues : the servants, however, are coming back gradually : and I collect from

a letter pf Mr. Johnston’s, dated on the 15th instant, that about one half of the

opium surrendered will be delivered to the officers of the Chinese government to-

morrow evening.

“ April 22d, 1839.
“ Our confinement still continues. * * * The interruption of my

communications with Mr. Johnston, at the Bocca Tigris, prevents me from know-
ing whether the one half of the opium be actually surrendered. But I have no
doubt that must be the case, and indeed bis excellency’s late communication con.

tains an avowal that he does not mean to keep his pledge in respect to the open,
mg of the intercourse. No circumstance shall disturb my determination to let

him fill the measure of his responsibility. For I well know that remonstrance
from a man in my present situation to a high Chinese officer, determined to be
false and perfidious, can serve no other purpose than to furnish him with adroit

turns in plausible palliation of his own conduct.

“ Appeals to reason or justice are out of the question ; complaint would be
unbecoming ; and we would only rmg the language of warning or indignation to
his own advantage. The necessary reply to all this violation of truth and right is

a blow, and that it consists neither with my power nor authority to inflict
"
But

when I am in a convenient situation for placing the real bearings of circum
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stances under view, your lordship may be assured the task shall be performed

calmly and plainly. Yesterday the hong.merchants brought me a direct address

under the seals of the high commissioner, the governor, and lieutenant-governor,

reiterating the demand for the bond. I tore it up at once, and desired them to

tell their officers that they might take my life as soon as they saw fit ; but that

it was a vain thing to trouble themselves or me any further upon the subject

of the bond. There had been men, I reminded them, with naked swords before

our doors, day and night, for more than four weeks, and as it was to be pre-

sumed they had orders to kill us if we attempted to escape (though there had

been no previous formality of a bond of consent) there could be no need for

our bonds of consent to the killing of other people at some future period. It

was competent for the emperor of China to make what laws he saw good, in-

curring the risks of their execution, risks which it was not tp be denied were

very considerable, and about which they should hear more, when I could find a

suitable occasion to treat so grave a subject.

“Turning now to other things, I would beg to turn your lordship’s particular

attention to the expressions significant of some purpose of indemnity or remune-

ration, which are to be found throughout the commissioner’s papers; and upon this

point it is most material to observe that the first pretensions concerning the burn-

ing of the opium have entirely disappeared from the later documents. Indeed,

my lord, I have ascertained beyond all doubt, that the surrender of this mass of

property (under the declaration that it was taken away from her majesty’s sub-

jeets in the name of her majesty,) has overturned the original schemes (of what-

ever nature they were), and that the high commissioner has applied to the court

for orders concerning its disposal. In the meantime, he remains at the Bocca

Tigris, superintending an elaborate examination, careful repackage, and classifi.

cation of the opium into three sorts; carefulness which does not accord reasona-

bly with destructive intentions. In my judgment, the main body of this opium, in

fact all that is saleable, will be turned to the most advantageous account
; and

1 confess I have a suspicion that the present spoliatory measures will end in the

legalization of the trade, upon the footing of a government monopoly, with pro-

bably some provision for the cessation of imports for one year, and perhaps a

limited and annually decreasing amount, after the expiration of that period. This

train of events is agreeable to the suggestions of the most enlightened Chinese

statesmen ;
and the actual possession of at least one year’s consumption, will

enable the government to commence its operation on the favorable footing of

making the native consumers pay such prices as will place the government in

a situation to reimburse the foreign claimant fully for his opium, and leave a

handsome surplus to go to the imperial treasury.

“ The actual price of opium in this city is certainly nothing under 1200 dollars

a chest : I learn that late deliveries have been made outside at about 600

dollars a chest. Your lordship will judge how easily the Chinese government

may form a sufficient fund to defray the charge of indemnity. However, without

prolonging this course of speculation, I may say, that these is no doubt at all

of the intention to pay something by some means. Let her majesty’s government

then think fit to respond to these tidings with an immediate and strong decla-

ration that it will exact complete indemnity for all manner of loss ; and I am

well assured that such a communication alone will so hasten the purposes of the

Chinese government, and so extend the measure of remuneration (certainly
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already intended,) that therh will he nothing to seek for under that head by the

time that force can reach these coasts. The demand ol all others which the

Chinese would least wish to meet at such a moment is one involving money

payment.

‘•I will not dismiss these remarks without taking the liberty to submit, in a

brief form, the general impressions which are more and more forcibly fixing

themselves upon me, as I attentively consider the whole subject of these dis-

patches. In the first place, it appears to me that the immense extension of our

peaceful trade and intercourse with this empire is as certain as any event de-

pendent upon human agency can be said to be.

“ Secondly.—That this object can alone be attained by immediate vigorous

measures, founded upon the most moderate ulterior purposes.

“Thirdly.—That as a more just, necessary, or favorable conjuncture for action

never presented itself, so, upon the other hand, it cannot be cast away, except at

the certain and immediate sacrifice of honorable trade and intercourse with the

empire : and the production of such a condition of frightful evil as her majesty's

government will not bear to consider. And, lastly, that every man's just in-

demnity may be surely recovered from this government.
“May 4th, 1634.

“ The monotony of our confinement till this date, has been interrupted by

nothing except harassing rumors concerning Macao, forming the subject of other

dispatches. But to-day an official paper has reached me (vol. VIII., p. 15) which

your lordship will observe opens out the way to all but sixteen persons. I need

not say that I shall *not quit Canton till my public obligations are fulfilled, and

never, except in the company of those of my countrymen whose names arc men-

tioned in this paper. I have just issued the accompanying circular (vol. VIII., p.

17), and at a future moment, when the present proposed purposes of relaxation

are in train, and the Chinese less liable to excitement, which might have the

effect of abruptly closing the door again, I shall promulgate the inclosed notice

(vol. VIII., p. 28). My last information from Mr. Johnston, dated on the 2d inst.

reports the deliveries to be 15,501 chests; and I hope the whole will be complet-

ed in about ten days. The present event furnishes a suitable occasion for closing

this part of my report. I have, »fcc.,

— Corresp. pp. 385-391. (Signed) “ Charles Elliot.’’

May (5th. The European boats, with about fifty passengers left

Canton this day, for Whampoa and Macao.

21 st. The delivery of the whole amount of opium 20,283 chests,

was this day completed.

2ith. Captain Elliot when about to leave Canton, addressed to his

excellency the following note.

“Elliot, &c., »fec., having now fully accomplished his pledges to this govern-

ment, in the delivery of the whole amount of the opium; and being in bad health,

has the honor to inform your excellency that it is his purpose to take his depar-

ture from Canton this day, and proceed in his own boat to Macao. He begs at

the same time to take leave of your excelleucy. And he has the honor. Sic.,

— Corresp. p. 417. (Signed) “Charles Elliot.”

On the same day, the governor gave the following reply, which was

communicated through the prefect.

V

VOL. XI. NO. VIII.
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"This having been duly received, 1, (lie governor, have considered it.

" Betore, at the time of removing I lie guard, it was directed that the *nid

superintendent should leave Canton, in order to conduct the delivery of the

opium ; hut on the ground that all the foreigners remaining at Canton still re
quired to be controlled and restrained, he did not at once perfer his request to

depart. At this time, being in bad health, he has presented his address of leave.

It is surely right that he should be permitted to go to Macao, that he may be

enabled to receive medical treatment. At present, although the opium has been

all delivered to the amount before .stated, yet the high commissioner and I, the

governor, have still many matters regarding which to direct him to act. The

said superintendent having a respectful sense of duty, and being able in action,

must hasten to recover his health speedily. He must not delay, and while he has

been ready at the first, be found lacking at the last. Let him also, on his arrival

at Macao, faithfully and truly examine
;
mid if the foreigners of every nation

residing at Macao are guilty of secreting any opium, he must instantly command

them, one and all, to deliver up the entire quantity. It is of importance that no

remnant of the evil be left. I proceed at once to give these commands. When
they reach the prefect, let him instantly enjoin them on the said superintendent

Elliot, that lie may pay obedience. Let there be no opposition Hasten! Hasten!"

May 24th. 1839.

—

Corrcsp. p. 417.

22d. Captain Elliot issued a public notice to British subjects,

enjoining upon them not to require, aid, or assist in introducing Brit-

ish ships or property within the port of Canton, or to stay there after

his own departure.

23d. A memorial to lord Palmerston, signed by British merchants,

was forwarded to England. Vol. VIII., p. 32.

27th. Captain Elliot returns to Macao, in company with the six-

teen individuals sent out of the country by the Chinese authorities,

because they had been engaged in the opium traffic. All these per-

sons signed a promise that they would never return to Canton.

30/A. The clipper Ariel sailed this day with dispatches to the

home government. The U. S. A. ships of war Columbia and John

Adams, had arrived a few days before.

During the month of June the whole amount of opium seized by the

Chinese was destroyed at Chinkau near the Bogue under the superin-

tendence of the commissioner. For an account of the process, see

vol. VIII
,
page 70. All British subjects and shipping also left the city

and port, of Canton, in compliance with captain Elliot’s notice. A

few other events of minor importance occurred, as detailed on page

438 of vol. VIII. The first great act of the drama in opening a new

and we hope improved intercourse between China and western na-

tions here ends. The consequences of the commissioner’s conduct will

no doubt extend, like the circling waves in a pool, farther and farther

as time develops them, until the whole empire leels the influence

( To be continued.)-
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Art. II. Sketch of the. life of Confucius, the Chinese moralist.

It would be a subject worthy of the attention of a scholar, who was

thoroughly acquainted with the theories of the most distinguished

Greek and Roman teachers of ethics, and able to give a digest of

their several systems of morals, to draw a careful comparison between

them and those most popular among the chief Asiatic nations. We
think a very instructive volume might thus be made upon this sub-

ject, forming a sort of harmony of heathen ethics. By bringing into

one view the most prominent features of the Vedas, and the writings of

such men as Plato, Socrates, Seneca, Cicero, Aristotle, Zoroaster,

Confucius, Mencius, and Liiutsz’, and exhibiting under proper heads,

the distinctive notions of these distinguished men upon the great

principles of human action, we should possess a work alike interest-

ing and instructive. We suspect that a remarkable similarity would

be found between the instructions of the European and Asiatic

teachers regarding the conduct of a man, and how he ought to act

in the different relations and duties of life; we should see, too, that,

however much they might differ in their theories with regard to his

origin and end, they would concur in recommending him to live

temperately, honestly and peacefully. We would also have the author

of such a synopsis of morals well acquainted with the Bible, heartily

loving and reverencing it as a divine book, that he might show his

readers what degree of correspondence existed between its pure doc-

trines and those of these philosophers. The result of such an inves-

tigation, (and we are not aware that it has ever been made in just

this form,) would, we think prove in a most conspicuous manner, the

truth of the apostle’s declaration : “For when the Gentiles, which

have not the law, do by nature the things contained in the law, these,

having not the law, are a law unto themselves; which show the work

of the law written in their hearts, their conscience also bearing wit-

ness, and their thoughts the meanwhile accusing or else excusing

one another.” It would probably show that heathen moralists have

laid down many rules for the guidance of their fellow-men in conso-

nance with the perfect law of God, and these teachers have always set

up a higher standard of action than has been followed by themselves

or their disciples. The comparison between the principles they have

laid down, and their own practice and that of the people would also

conclusively show how true is another declaration of the same
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apostle, when speaking of t he iniquities of pagan nations: “Who
knowing the judgment of God, that they which commit such things

are worthy of death, not only do the same, but have pleasure in them

that do them.'
-

’ Tholuck lias drawn a striking sketch of the charac-

teristics of heathen philosophy and morals among the andients of

southern Europe, and exhibited the consequences of some of the prin-

ciples taught by their sages, in the vile depravity of the people, both

drawn from the histories and other writings of those nations them-

selves; which show most strikingly the justice of these declarations.

A similar examination and comparison of the writings of the Chinese

sages with the practice of the people, would undoubtedly lead to the

same results. We have already made a few reflections upon this

point in a former number, when speaking of Luhchau’s Female In-

structor, and it is not our present object to pursue this train of

thought any farther than to suggest this topic to some of the students

of Chinese as one to which their attention might be profitably di-

rected.

Among the persons who have been distinguished among men for

their writiugson moral subjects, Confucius, so far as reverence for his

name, and obedience to his instructions and dogmas is concerned,

stands beyond all comparison in the first place. Even the trifling

and jejune expressions found in his writings, the trivial incidents of

his life as narrated in the memoir by his pupil Tsz’ tsz’, as well as

his more weighty and remarkable sayings and doings, are surrounded

with interest, when we remember the influence they have had upon

so large a portion of mankind. This influence has permeated the

mind of the Chinese, and from the people extended itself by degrees

through the whole structure of the government of the country, and

there can be no doubt has proved one of the principal causes of the

uniformity of the Chinese character and writings for the last two thou-

sand years. As some curiosity, naturally arises to know something

of the personal history of one whose writings have had such an influ-

ence upon the thoughts of his fellow-men, we have collected a few

notices concerning him, from the last two volumes of the Shing Miau

Sz’tien Td kdu* or Sacrificial Ritual of the temple of Sages, which

contain drawings and annexed descriptions of the principal events

in bis life.

The father of Confucius was a district magistrate of the city of

Tsau in the petty kingdom of Lii (now Shantung province) and hav-

ing no son by bis wife or concubine who could succeed him, sought

for ;i farther notice of this work, see vol II., page 23(1.
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a third alliance with Chingtsaij a daughter of the tain ily of Yen. who

became the mother of the philosopher. Other accounts make him to

have been an illegitimate child of these two persons. His birth took

place in the 2 1st year of the reign of king Ling of the Chau dynasty,

b. c. 549-550, the same year in which Cyrus became sovereign of the

Medes and Persians. His mother named him Kin, from the name of

the mountain Kiuni, where she had prayed for a child, and his mar-

riage style was Chungni, meaning the second son Nl, Ni referring

also to this mountain. Subsequent veneration for the sage has added

the accounts of many marvels which happened upon his birth, such

as heavenly music being heard in the air; two dragons winding over

the roof; five old men appearing at the door, who after consulting

together, suddenly vanished
;
and a unicorn or kxlin bringing a tablet

in his mouth to his mother in one of her trips to the mountain. At

his birth, five characters were seen on his breast which declared him

to be “ the maker of a rule for settling the w'orld.” His face showed

in miniature the five mountains and four great rivers of China; his

hands hung below his knees, and his stature was nine cubits and five

tenths, and whatever may have been the measure of a Chinese cubit

at that period, every body called him the tall man.

Confucius lost his father when he was three years old, and during

his youth he was poor and unknown
;
but his gravity and attention to

his studies drew the observation of his townsmen. He passed for a

young man of remarkable wisdom, already equaling the learned men
of the country in his knowledge of the manners of ancient times

At the age of seventeen, he u-as appoined to act as a clerk in the de-

partment of grain, which was then as now paid into government as a

tax in kind. His careful management of the affairs committed to

him raised his reputation, and caused him to be appointed shortly

after in his nineteenth year to the general supervision of the fields

and parks, and to oversee the breeding of the cattle of government.

At this time he married a daughter of Ki Kwari, and on the birth of

his only son two years after, lord Chau, governor of Lu, sent him two

carps as a congratulatory present, whereupon Confucius named the

boy Li, or Carp, and styled him Piyii, or Uncle-fish, in compliment

to his friend. In his twenty-fourth year he lost his mother, whom he

buried in the same grave with his father, and then according to an-

cient usage resigned his office to mourn for her three years. It seems

that this custom had fallen into desuetude during the distracted state

of the country, and Confucius endeavored to imitate the example of

the ancient kings Yau and Shun, whom he took for his patterns.
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Tins revival of ancient rites impressed h is townsmen with a deep

sense of his respect for former usages, and led them to copy his ex-

ample. From them it spread to the neighboring states, and has been

followed from that day to this.

The three years of his retirement were not lost, for in them Con-

fucius devoted his time to study. He diligently examined the an-

cient books to learn what constituted the instructions of the kings of

antiquity, and to ascertain the means by which they hoped to attain

the perfection of morals. The result of his studies was that he deter-

mined to devote his life to the instruction of his countrymen, in order

to revive in them an attachment and respect for ancient usages, in

the practice of which he thought lay all social and political virtues.

Not content with explaining to his countrymen the precepts of pure

morality, he proposed to found a school, in order to train up pupils

who could diffuse his doctrine to all parts of the empire, and carry on

what he had begun. It also formed part of his plan to compose a

series of works in which his doctrines should be fully exhibited. All

these designs he lived to accomplish. In carrying his plans into

effect, and in promulgating his instructions, he generally met with an

attentive hearing, although he was at times the butt of contradiction

from some persons, and the object of ridicule from others.

'Fhe greater part of the life of Confucius was passed in traveling,

visiting the courts of the petty princes whose states then con-

stituted the empire under the sovereign of the Chau dynasty. This

course was, as might be expected, fruitless in reforming these states,

but it diffused a general knowledge of himself and his doctrine, and

procured him scholars. The prince of Tsi was the first who invited

him to his court, and received him with distinction. The prince

heard him with pleasure and applauded his maxims; but to the

chagrin of Confucius, he continued to live in luxury and allow his

ministers to oppress his subjects and abuse their power. He, however,

offered him for his maintenance the revenue of a considei able city,

which the philosopher thought proper to decline, alleging that he had

done nothing to merit such a recompense. After sojourning a year

in Tsi, and seeing that his discourses produced no effect to reform

the abuses and evils of the country, he left it, and visited some of the

other principalities.

On the road between Tsi and Chin, he got into a difficulty. The

prince of Wu having attacked Chin, the lord of Tsu came to his

relief, and sent an invitation to Confucius to join him, hut the other

party, fearing that he would do them a disservice, sent people to in-
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tcrcept him. They surrounded him in the wilderness and would have

starved him to death, had not his friend come to his relief after a

detention of seven days. After this narrow escape, he returned home,

and the prince of Lu gave him a carriage, two horses and a servant,

with which he set off for the capital Kingyang (now in Kansu pro-

vince), where the dynasty of Chau had their sway. Here he passed

his time in observing the forms of government, the condition of the

people and their manners, and how the rites and ceremonies of the

ancient kings were regarded. He held several interviews with the

ministers of the court, was permitted to visit the emperor’s ancestral

hall, and other sacred places, and had access to the archives of the

kingdom from which he was allowed to take extracts.

Another object in his visit to the capital was to see Liutsz’, the

founder of the Tau sect or Rationalists, who lived in a retired place

some distance from court. This old philosopher, accustomed to visits

from men of all ranks received Confucius and his disciples with in-

difference. He was reclining on an elevated platform, and hearing

that his visitor had come to hear from his own mouth an exposition

of his tenets, and to ask him about propriety, he roused himself to

receive him. “ I have heard speak of you,” says he, “ and 1 know

your reputation. I am told that you speak only of the ancients, and

discourse only upon what they taught. Now, of what use is it to

endeavor to revive the memory of men of whom no trace remains on

the earth? The sage ought to interest himself with the times in

which he lives, and regard present circumstances; if they are favor-

able, he will improve them
;
but if on the contrary they are unfavor-

able, he will retire and wait tranquilly, without grieving at what

others do. He who possesses a treasure will try to have every body

know it; he will preserve it against the day of need: this you will do

if you are sage. It seems, judging by your conduct, that you have

some ostentation in your plans of instruction, and that you are proud.

Correct these faults, and purify your heart from all love of pleasure

;

yod will in this way, be much more useful than seeking to know what

the ancients said.”

Lautsz’ also observed, “ A discreet merchant, keeps his affairs to

himself as if he knew nothing; an excellent man although highly in-

telligent demeans himself like an ignorant man.” Confucius, remark-

ed to his disciples, “ I have seen Lfiutsz’; have I not seen something

like a dragon ?” On leaving him, 1/iutsz’ at parting said, “ I have

heard that the rich dismiss their friends with a present, and the bene-

volent send away people with a word of advice; whoever is talented
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and prying into everything, will run himself into danger because he

loves to satirize and slander men
;
and lie who wishes to thoroughly

understand recondite things will jeopard his safety, because he loves

to publish the failings of men.” Confucius replied, “ I respectfully

receive your instructions,” and thus left him. Lautsz’ advice seemed

directed against a too inquisitive philosophy, and meddling too much

in the affairs of the world
;
he was rather of the Budhistic school of

quietists, while Confucius wished men to endeavor to make each

other better.

Confucius, like Socrates and other teachers, used to teach his dis-

ciples while walking with them, deriving instruction from what he saw.

lie was once walking with them by the bank of a stream, and stop-

ped from time to time to look very intently at the water, until their

attention was excited and aroused to ask him the reason. “ You say

well,” said he,
“ that the running of water in its bed is a very simple

thing, the reason of which everybody knows; I was however rather

making a comparison in my own mind between the running of water

and doctrine. The water, I reflected, runs unceasingly, by day and

by night, until it is lost in the bosom of the mighty deep. Since the

days of Yau and Shun, the pure doctrine has uninterruptedly des-

cended to us; let us in our turn transmit it to those who come after

us, that they from our example may give it to their descendants to

the end of time. Do not imitate those isolated men (referring to

Lautsz’) who are wise only for themselves; to communicate the mo-

dicum of knowledge and virtue we possess to others, will never im-

poverish ourselves. This is one of the reflections 1 would make upon

the running of water.”

This peripatetic habit, and the aptitude for drawing instruction

from whatever would furnish instruction, was usual with the philoso-

pher, and he seldom omitted to improve an occasion. Once when

walking the fields, he perceived a fowler, who having drawn in his

nets, distributed the birds he had taken into different cages. On
coniine up to him to ascertain what he had caught, Confucius atten-

tively remarked the vain efforts of the captive birds to regain their

liberty, until his disciples gathered round him, when he addressed the

fowler, “ I do not see any old birds here, where have you put them?”

“ The old birds,” said he “ are too wary to be caught; they are on

the lookout, and if they see a net or a cage, far from falling into the

snare, they escape it and rever return. Those young ones which are

in company with them likewise escape, but such as oidy separate into

a flock by themselves and rashly approach, arc the birds I catch.
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If perchance 1 catch an old bird, it is because he follows the young

ones.” “ You have heard him,” said Confucius turning to his disci-

ples
;

“ the words of this fowler afford us matter for instruction. The

young birds escape the snare only when they keep with the old ones
;

the old ones are taken when they follow the young : it is thus with

mankind. Presumption, hardihood, want of forethought, and inatten-

tion'; are the principal reasons why young people are led astray.

Inflated with their small attainments, they have scarcely made a com-

mencement in learning, before they think they know everything

;

they have scarcely performed a few common virtuous acts, and

straight they fancy themselves at the height of wisdom. Under this

false impression, they doubt nothing, hesitate at nothing, pay atten-

tion to nothing
;
they rashly undertake acts without consulting the

aged and experienced, and thus securely following their own notions,

they are misled, and fall into the first snare laid for them. If you

see an old man of sober years so badly advised as to be taken with

the sprightliness of a youth, attached to him, and thinking and acting

with him, he is led astray by him and soon taken in the same snare.

Do not forget the answer of the fowler, but reflect on it occasionally.”

Having completed his observations at the capital, Confucius re-

turned by way of Tsi, to his native state Lu, where he remained ten

years. His house now became a sort of lyceum, open to every one

who wished to receive instruction. His manner of teaching was to

allow his disciples or others to come and go when they pleased, ask-

ing his opinion on such points, either in morals, politics, history or

literature, as they wished to have explained. He gave them the

liberty of choosing their subject, and then he discoursed upon it.

From these conversations and detached expressions of the philoso-

pher, treasured up by his disciples, they afterwards composed the

Lun Yu, now one of the Four Books. Confucius, it is said, numbered
upwards of three thousand disciples, or perhaps we ought to call them
advocates or hearers of his doctrine. They consisted of men of all

ranks and ages, who attended upon him when their duties or inclina-

tions permitted, and who materially assisted in diffusing a knowledge
of his tenets over the whole country. There were, however a select

few who attached themselves to his person, lived with him and fol-

lowed him wherever he went; and to whom he intrusted the pro'

mulgation of his doctrines.

After several years of retirement, Confucius was called into public
life. The prince of Lu died, and his son, entertaining a great respect

for the philosopher, and esteem for his instructions, invited him to

o'iVOL. XI. NO. VIII
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court in order to learn his doctrine more fully. After becoming well

acquainted with him, and reposing confidence in his integrity, the

young ruler committed the entire management of the state to him
;
and

the activity, courage, and disinterested conduct which he exhibited in

the exercise of his power, soon had their happy effect upon the coun-

try. By his wise rules and the authority of bis example and his

maxims, he in a short time reformed many vicious practices, and in-

troduced order and sobriety in the place of waste and injustice. He
occupied himself with agriculture, regulated the revenue and the

manner of receiving it, so that soon, in consequence of his measures,

lie productions of the state were increased, the happiness of the peo-

ple extended, and the revenue considerably augmented.

He carried his reforms into every department of justice, in which

soon after lie entered upon his duties as minister, he had an opportu-

nity of exhibiting his inflexibility. One of the most powerful nobles

of the state had screened himself from the just punishment due to his

many crimes, under the dread of his power and riches, and the num-

ber of his retainers. Confucius caused him to be arrested, and gave

order for his trial
;
and when the overwhelming proofs brought for-

ward had convinced all of his guilt, he ordered him to lose his head

and presided himself at his execution. This wholesome severity

struck a dread into other men of rank, and likewise obtained the

plaudits of all men of sense, as well as of the people, who saw in the

minister a courageous protector ready 10 defend them against the

tyranny of men in power.

These salutary reforms had not been long in operation, before the

neighboring states took alarm at the rising prosperity of Lu, and the

prince of Tsi, who had recently usurped the throne by assassinating its

occupant, resolved to ruin the plans of Confucius. To this end, he

appointed an envoy to the young prince, with whose character he was

well acquainted, desiring to renew the ancient league of friendship

between the two countries. This envoy was charged with presents

consisting of thirty fine horses beautifully caparisoned, a large number

of curious rarities, and twenty-four of the most accomplished cour-

tesans he could procure m his dominions. The scheme succeeded
;

before these seductive damsels, the austere etiquette of the court of

Lu soon gave way
;
and fetes, comedies, dances and concerts look

the place of propriety and decorum. The presence of the sage soon

became irksome to his master, and he at last forbid him to come into

his siirht, having become quite charmed with Ins fair enchantresses,

and no longer able to endure the remonstrances of his minister
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Confucius, thus disgraced in Ins own country, now at the age of

fifty, left it and retired to the kingdom of Wei, where he remained

more than ten years without seeking to exercise any public employ,

but principally occupied with completing his works and instructing

his disciples in his doctrine. During his residence in Wei, he fre-

quently made excursions into other slates, taking with him such of

his disciples as chose to accompany him. He was at tunes applauded

and esteemed, but quite as often the object of persecution and con-

tempt; more than once his life was endangered. He compared hint-

self to a dog driven from his home :
“ I have the fidelity of that ani-

mal, and I am treated like it. But what matters the ingratitude of

men ? They cannot hinder me from doing all the good that has been

appointed me. If my precepts are disregarded, I have the consola-

tion in my own breast of knowing that I have faithfully performed

my duty.” He sometimes spoke in a manner that showed his own

impression to be that heaven had conferred on him a special commis-

sion to instruct the world. When an attempt was made on his life,

he said, “ As heaven has produced such a degree of virtue in me,

what can Hwantui do to me ?” On another occasion of danger he

said, “ If heaven means not to obliterate this doctrine from the earth,

the men of Kw&ng can do nothing to me.”

At the age of sixty-eight, after an absence of fourteen years, Con-

fucius returned to his native country, where he lived a life of retire-

ment, employed in putting the finishing hand to his works. In his

sixty-sixth year, his wife died, and his son Peyii mourned for her a

whole year; but one day overhearing his father say, “Ah! it is

carried too far,” he dried up his tears. Three years after, this son

also died, leaving a son Tsz’sz’, who afterwards emulated his grand-

father’s fame as a teacher, and became the author of the Chung
Yung, or True Medium; he was also the instructor of Mencius.

The next year, Yen Hwui, the favorite disciple of the sage, died,

whose loss he bitterly mourned, saying, Heaven has destroyed me!

heaven has destroyed me! He had great hopes of this pupil, and had

depended upon him to perpetuate his doctrines.

An anecdote is related of him about this time of life, which the

Chinese regard as highly creditable to their sage. Tsz’kung, one of

his disciples, was much surprised one morning to meet his master at

the door, dressed with much elegance and nicety. On asking him

where he was going, Confucius, with a sigh, replied, “ I am going to

court, and that too without being invited. I have not been able to

resist a feeling which possesses me to make a last effort to bring a
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just punishment upon Chin Chen, the usurper of the throne of Tsf.

I am prepared, by purification and fasting, for this audience, so that

if I fail, I shall not have to accuse myself.” On presenting himself,

he was received with respect and immediately admitted to an audi-

ence
;
and the prince of Lu asked him what important affair had call-

ed him from his retirement. Confucius replied, “ Sire, that which

I have to communicate alike concerns all kings. The prefidious

Chin Chen his imbrued his hands in the blood of his legitimate sove-

reign Kien. You are a prince; your state borders upon Tsi
;
Kien

was your ally, and originally of the same race as yourself. Any one

of these reasons is sufficient to authorize you to declare war against

Chin Chen, and all of them combined, make it your duty to take up

arms. Assemble your forces, and tfiarch to exterminate a monster

whom the earth upholds with regret. This crime is such that it can-

not be pardoned, and in punishing it, you will at once avenge an

outrage against heaven, from whom' every king derives his power
;

against royalty, whicli has been profaned by this perfidy
;
and against

a parent, to whom you are allied by ties of blood, of alliance and of

friendship.”

The prince, convinced of the criminality of Chin Chen, applauded

the just indignation which inspired the heart of Confucius, but sug-

gested that before he took order upon such an enterprise, it would

be best to confer with his ministers. “ Sire,” he replied, “ I have

acquitted myself of a duty in laying this case before you; but it will

he useless to insist upon it before your ministers, whom I know are

disinclined to enter into my views. Reflect, I pray you, as a sove-

reign, upon what I now propose, and consult only with yourself as

to its execution. Your servants are not sovereigns, and have other

and their own ends to gain, to which they sometimes sacrifice the

good of their master and the glory of the state. I have no other end

in view than to support the cause of justice, and I conjure you, by

the sacred names of justice and good order to go and exterminate

this miscreant from the earth, and by restoring the throne of Tsi to

its rightful owner, to exhibit to the world your justice, and strike a

salutary terror into the hearts of all who may wish to imitate this

successful villainy.” On leaving, the prince said to Confucius, “ I

will think seriously on what you have said, and if it be possible,

\vill carry it into execution.”

Towards the end of his days, when he had completed his revision

of the Five Classics, he with great solemnity dedicated them to heav-

eij. He assembled all his disciples, and led them .out of the town
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to one of the hills where sacrifices had been usually offered for many

years. He here erected a table or altar upon which he placed the

books; and then, turning his face to the north, adored heaven, and

returned thanks upon his knees in a humble manner for having had

life and strength granted him to enable him to accomplish this labo-

rious undertaking; he implored heaven to grant that the benefit to his

countrymen from so arduous a labor might not be small. He had

prepared himself for this ceremony by privacy, fasting and prayer.

Chinese pictures represent the sage in the attitude of supplication,

and a pencil of light, or a rainbow, descending from the sky upon the

books, while his scholars stand around in admiring wonder.

In his seventy-third year, a few days before his death, leaning upon

his staff, Confucius tottered about the house, sighing out,

He then related a dream he had had the night before to his pupil

Tsz’kung, which he regarded as a presage of his own death
;
and

after keeping his bed seven days, he died on the 18th day of the 2d*
month, and was buried in the same grave with his wife. Tsz’kung
mourned for him six years in a shed erected by his grave, and then

returned home. His death occurred 479 b.c., the year of the battle

of Plataea in Greece, and about seven years before the birth of So-

crates. Many events of great importance happened during his life in

western countries, of which the return of the Jews and building of

the second temple, Xerxes’ invasion of Greece, the expulsion of the

kings from Rome, the conquest of Egypt, and establishment of the

Persian monarchy in its fullest extent, were the most important.

Posthumous honors in great variety have been conferred upon
Confucius. Soon after his death, the prince of Lu entitled him Ni
fu or father Ni

;
which under the reign of Lint! of the Han dynasty,

197 b. c., was changed to Ni kung, or duke Ni, and his portrait

ordered to be hung up in the public school. By the emperors of the

Tang dynasty it was made sien shing, the ancient sage
;
he was next

styled ‘the royal preacher,’ and his effigy clad in king’s robes, and a

crown put on its head. The Ming dynasty called him 1 the most holy

ancient teacher Rung tsz’,’ which title is now continued to him His

The great mountain is broken

!

The strong beam is thrown down

!

The wise man is decayed !
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descend an Is have continued to dwell in Shantung province, and the

heads of the family have enjoyed the ranks of nobility, being almost

the only hereditary noblemen in the empire ont of the imperial kin-

dred. They are called Yenshing kung; in the reign of K&nghj,

(120 years ago) the descendants of the sage numbered 11,000 males;

the present is said to be the seventy-fourth generation. The chief

of the family is commonly called the ‘ holy duke, 1 and enjoys all the

honors of a prince. Whenever he visits the court, the emperor re-

ceives him with almost the same respect and ceremony as he enter-

tains embassadors from foreign countries. P. Amiot relates that be

was honored with a call from him upon one of his visits to court.

“ He was a pleasant and modest man, whom knowledge had not filled

with conceit. He received, when he came to our house, some reli-

gious books which we offered him in exchange for some Chinese

books he gave us.” His name was Kung Chauhan, and he was of

the seventy-first generation in direct descent from the sage, in all

probability the oldest family in the world of which the regular des-

cent can be traced. In the life of Confucius, written by P. Amiot,

which forms one of the volumes of the Mfhnoires sur les Chiniose,

there is a brief account of each of these heads of this family, with

notices of other distinguished persons belonging to the house.

In every district in the empire, there is a temple dedicated to Con-

fucius, and his name is usually suspended in every schoolroom in the

land, and incense burnt before it morning and evening by the. scho-

lars. Adoration is paid to him by all ranks. In 1457, Jenlsung of

the Ming dynasty set up a copper statue of the sage in one of the

halls of the palace, and ordered his officers, whenever they came to

the palace to go to this room and respectfully salute Confucius before

speaking of the affairs of state, even if the monarch were present.

But this custom was represented to another emperor as tending to the

worship of images like the Budhists, and on that account the memori-

alist represented that simple tablets, inscribed with the name of him

who was worshiped, were much better. This advice was followed,

the statues of Confucius and his disciples were suppressed by order

of the emperor Chitsung in 1530, and simple tablets have since been

set up in the temples erected to his name.

The writings of Confucius, as might be expected, are held in great

veneration, and regarded as the best books in the language. He

revised all the ancient books, containing the precepts of the kings

and emperors of former times, and left them pretty much as they are

at the present day He explained the Yi King, or Book of Changes,
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commented upon the Li Ki, or Book of Rites, and compiled the Sin

King, or Book of Odes. lie composed the Shu King or Book ol

Records, and the Chun Tsau or Spring and Autumn Annals, so call-

ed, some say, because the commendations contained therein are life-

giving like spring, and the reproofs are life-withering like autumn.

These books are collectively called the Wii King or Five Classics.

The Hiau King or Memoir on Filial Duty, the Chung Yung or True

Medium, the Tai Hioh or Superior Lessons, and the Lun Yit or

Conversations of Confucius, are all considered by the Chinese as con-

taining the doctrines of the sage
;
the first one is sometimes ascribed

to his own pen. The last three, with the work of Mencius, consti-

tutes the S/.’ Shu or Four Books, and were arranged on their present

form by Ching fu tsz’ about 800 years ago.

The leading features of the morality of Confucius are subordina-

tion to superiors, and kind upright dealing with our fellow-men.

From the duty, honor, and obedience owed by a child to his parents,

he proceeds to inculcate the obligations of wives to their husbands,

_of subjects to their prince, and of ministers to their king, while he

makes the head also amenable to heaven. “ These principles are

perpetually inculcated in the Confucian writings, and are embodied

in solemn ceremonials, and apparently trivial forms of mere etiquette.

And probably it is this feature of his ethics which has made him

such a favorite with all the governments of China for many centuries

past and at this day. These principles and these forms are early in-

stilled into young minds and form their conscience
;
the elucidation

and enforcement of these principles and forms is the business of stu-

dents who aspire to be magistrates or statesmen
; and it is in all

likelihood owing in great part to the force of these principles on the

national mind and habits, that China holds together tire largest asso-

ciated population in the world.” Every one is interested in uphold-

ing doctrines which give him power over those under him; and as the

instruction of his own youthful days has given him the habit of obedi-

ence and respect to all his superiors, so now when he is a superior lie

exacts the same obedience from his juniors, and public opinion accords

it to him. The observance of such principles has tended to consoli-

date the national mind of China to that peculiar uniformity which

has been remarked by those who have known them best. It has also

tended to restrain all independence of thought, and keep the mind,

even of the most powerful intellects, under an incubus which, while it

was prevented by outward circumstances from getting at the know-

ledge of other lands,Was too great lor their unassisted energies to
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throw off. It cannot be doubted that there have been many intellects

of commanding power among the Chinese, but ignorance oi’ the lite-

rature and condition of other nations has led them to infer there

was nothing worthy of notice out of their own borders, and to rest

contented with explaining and inforcing the maxims of their sage.

Confucius must we think, be regarded, as a great man, if superi-

ority to the people and times fn which one lives, is a criterion of

greatness. The immense influence he has exercised over the minds

of his countrymen, we are conscious, cannot be regarded as complete

evidence of his superiority, but no mind of weak or ordinary powers

could have stamped its own impress upon other minds as he has. He
never rose to those sublime heights of contemplation which Plato

ascended, nor does his mind seem to have been of a very discursive

nature. lie was content with telling his disciples how to act, and en-

couraging them to make themselves and others better by following the

rules he gave them
;
not leading them into those endless disquisitions

and speculations upon which the Greek moralists so acutely reason-

ed, but which exercised no power over the conscience and life. The

leading features of his doctrines have been acknowledged by man-

kind the world over, and are embodied in their most common rules

of life. “ Do justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with thy God,” is

a direction of inspired Writ, and so far as he knew them, their incul-

cation was also the amount of the teachings of Confucius. He said

little or nothing about spirits or gods, nor did he give any directions

about worshiping them; but the veneration for parents which he in-

culcated was in fact idolatrous, and has since degenerated into the

grossest idolatry.

Political morality was a subject which engrossed much of his at-

tention, and he was in his lifetime much mixed up with the petty

disputes between the feudal states of that day. He seems to have

had a high opinion of the native goodness of the human heart, when

uninfluenced by evil example or temptations, and endeavored to

bring mankind back to this simplicity. And knowing as we do,

much better than he did, how hopeless was the effort, we are more

surprised that his endeavors have had so much success than that they

have had so little. In estimating his rank of greatness, and also, we

might add, the rank which the Chinese hold among the nations of the

earth, we must remember the position in which we stand, and try to

realize how elevated it is compared with theirs. The merest school-boy

now would be ashamed not to know a hundred things which Newtpn

never dreamed of; and so it is when* we attempt to judge of the
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morals ol' the Chinese sage; we cannot help comparing them with

the morals of the New Testament, and we cannot, without great

effort, if it is at all possible, appreciate the depth of ignorance and

darkness where he sat.

When one comes into close contact with the intellect of a Chinese,

(not his desires, his passions or his feelings,) he is surprised at its

general feebleness, its bigotry, and its little power to receive know ledge

or grasp any subject; and a sentiment of contempt for such impotence

of mind is apt to arise. He is surprised at the predominance of the

animal propensities over the human in the inner man; the high and

noble sentiments of the mind and heart have been so contracted and

stinted that their choids give forth no response when touched. This

people exhibit much that is commendable in the duties and relations

of life, and in their intercourse with one another acknowledge the

force of obligations which are everywhere the bonds of society, but

all seems to be done from habit, because it has been taught them.

Their minds seem neither to have the power to understand the excel-

lence of what is right in their teaching, nor the strength to throw off

what is silly and superstitious : both the good and the bad are alike

obligatory and alike followed. We know that “ every good gift and

every perfect gift cometh down from the Father of lights,” and when

we recognize his teachings in the writings of a Confucius or Mencius,

it is a proof that he has not left himself without some witnesses even

among this people. He raised these men up to act as the leaders of

this mass of mind, and in giving so much success to their teachings,

has shown the insufficiency of such instruction to lead men to Him-

self. W.

Art. III. A brief account of the Mccntchou. Tartars at Chaim.

By G Tradescant Lay, interpreter to sir Henry Pottinger’s

special mission.

The Mantchou Tartars occupy a division of the city which is parted

from the rest by a wall of brick, remarkable neither for strength nor

elevation. It was not intended, perhaps, to serve as a defense against

any sudden assault from the townsmen, but to keep the Tartars to

one spot and always in the same relative position one to another, that

on any emergency they might be able to march forth in order of bat-

VOL. XI. NO. viii. 54’
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tie without delay and confusion. In the locating of their dwellings,

the Tartar chiefs had an eye to martial arrangement, as appears

not only from a view of them, but from a plan exhibiting a portion

of their encampment, which was found by a marine officer and oblig-

ingly given to the writer of these observations. The houses are gene-

rally of a very humble character, being small and low. A few of

more spacious dimensions present themselves here and there, and

suggest to us, that they were tenanted by persons of quality and

influence. One in particular, though not distinguished for neatness

of architecture, has several extensive halls and court-yards. In front

of this residence is a green lawn, which served for the pasturing of

about fifty ponies, said to be of Mantchou extraction, and for the

more important objects of parade and military exercise.

If in a general statement it may be said the abodes of the Tartar

soldiers at Chfipu agree in being strait and confined, they differ

widely in point of accommodation
;
some have merely a bench for

reclining at night, a table, a few stools, and perchance a solitary cup-

board for the bestowment of some spare garments
;
others, though

unpromising in outward show, are well stored with the necessaries,

the comforts, and notin a paucity of instances, with the elegancies

of life.

Each house is seated in a small inclosure, surrounded by a wall six

or eight feet high. The gate consists of two folding leaves secured

by a cross bar and a Chinese lock, but the texture and workmanship

are often so slight that a blow from the arm of a soldier dismantles

the whole at once. The courtyard is paved with stones, and earthen

jars are placed here and there for holding fresh water. They are of

the urn-shape, that is larger at the top than below, and as they are

not unfrequently ranged in order, they furnish us with an apt illustra-

tion of the passage in the 2d of John, wherein six earthen pots are said

to have been set according to the Jewish rites of purification. In the

centre of the court-yard a well is sometimes dug of great depth and

of narrow bore. The water from this repository chiefly used in the

offices of cooking, while the water treasured up in the earthen jars,

was brought I suppose from the fresh stream, and destined to pre-

pare the tea and to allay the thirst of the inmates. In one corner of

many yards a lodge was seen, in which the porter and perhaps some

of the other domestics sleep and take their meals.

In the same inclosure, upon a wooden stand rests a jar, in which

the water-lily displays its broad leaf, and the gold-fish disports in the

tiny waves when gilded by the rays of the sun. In the different
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angles of the same are seen bamboo rods extended from wall to wall

as rests for clothes when washed for cleanliness, or what is quite com-

mon in China, dyed for freshened beauty. The walls of the house

are constructed of brick plastered over and whitewashed. The doors

preserve the same folding character, and the windows are wrought in

a kind of trellis work of segments in conformity with the Chinese

fashion. But apa7t from this there is a light framework of lath, with

a pane of translucent shell in each of the interstices. This contri-

vance for illuminating the rooms gives an advantage to the bamboo

dwellings, which the Chinese edifices do not always possess, namely,

that of enjoying light without encountering the distemperatures of

the sky.

The master’s dwelling consists of two or more apartments, with a

small cook-house or kitchen either on one side or behind. One of

the front apartments is used for meals, the entertainment of guests,

and the more public duties of domestic economy. The other is for

repose, and the retired seclusion of the fairer part of the household.

The furniture of the principal room is composed of square tables,

stools of a similar form, and not unusually of a long narrow side-board.

All these items are of neat workmanship, a well selected grain, and

are covered with a beautiful varnish. In the more retired apartment,

we meet with presses for clothes, wardrobes provided with shelves and

drawers, and a variety of articles both for ornament and use. These

presses and so forth are always neat and tasteful, and sometimes ele-

gantly gilded. The stores of embroidered shoes, the assortment of silk-

en and other kinds of dress, and the many nameless things intended

for personal embellishment, though scattered in rude confusion when

I saw them, could scarcely fail to persuade us, that the genius of

cultivation, with many of its kindly influences, was not a stranger

among the Mantchou inhabitants of Ch&pu.

Amidst the objects, which had been overwhelmed in the eager

spirit of plunder was the cradle, suspended from the roof by bands

set out by battens to keep them in their proper places. The body of

cradle was of an oval form, higher at each end than in the middle,

and formed of thin wood. The Chinese a long while ago seem to

have been expert in the construction of swings for exercise and amuse-

ment. But in the design of this cradle, their skill has been rivalled by

their conquerors, and the baby, the dear object of maternal solicitude,

may have motion, varying in quantity from the soothing accompani-

ment of the song that lulls to sleep to the wider sweep of efforts,

which stir up the activities of health and recreate the passing hours of
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watchfulness. The bed is a wide bench in the rear of this room, and

sometimes separated from it by pannels and folding doors. The
whole of the family seem to take their repose in this spot, with the

simple conveniences of thick coverlids and hard pillows. The clus-

tering together of the parents and their offspring at night reminds us

of a phrase in Luke’s Gospel, where the good man of the house repre-

sents himself as being in bed with his children, and therefore unable

to rise without disturbing their balmy slumbers to grant his importu-

nate friend the loan he desired. Notwithstanding the scanty limits

in which economy has to exercise her resources there is uniformly a

closet constructed of boards, and thus the requirements of decency

are consulted in a way not always exemplified in China.

In speaking of the hall, I forgot to mention the chandeliers,

which are made of glass beads moulded in pretty forms, and adorned

with gay pendents. Here and there the beaded chandelier is

replaced by one of painted facets ornamented with tassels after the

Chinese model. The doors between the central and the lateral rooms

are not unfrequently panneled, each pannel filled by a picture, or

an inscription in the seal, running or printed characters of the Chi-

nese. In one of these inscriptions, which I found in a house recently

fitted up, the occupier seemed to rejoice in the prospect of dealing

out his arrows among the barbarians. In times of yore, a doating ima-

gination might have indulged such vagaries in harmless security;

now the 1 signs of the times’ iye changed, and a soldier must ex-

change theory for praciee.

The reader might be tempted to take me for an epicurean or some-

thing worse, were I to tell him that the most interesting object in

these houses was the kitchen. The arrangements in this part of the

dwelling showed a regard to neatness which I have never seen be-

fore in China. The main feature is the cooking stove, which is

white-washed, and variously adorned with portraitures of flowers,

fruits, birds and beasts, all of the liveliest hues. Without a figure it

is not easy to give a correct idea of this stove; it may perhaps be best

described by saying that it consists of a frontispiece raised upon one

side of a square mass of masonry. In the top of this square mass

are two shallow boilers, with high wooden covers to condense the

steam upon certain viands placed upon a latticed frame within.

Besides the coppers, there is a bottle of a peculiar form, being cylin-

drical above and conical below. This is used to heat water for tea,

and rests in a hole like the coppers. The furnaces are on the other

„-ule, so that the cook may proceed with her operatiqqs without fear-
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ing either smoke or excessive heat. From these furnaces, a chimney

runs in one side of the frontispiece before mentioned, and- is raised

three or four feet above the roof of the dwelling. In this frontispiece

there are uniformly four niches, one with a slit behind to allow the

smoke to escape that ascends around the tea kettle, two for the recep-

tion of pots and pans of small dimensions, and a fourth in the upper

part for offerings to the genius, who presides over the affairs of the

cooking stove. In one side of this„niche there is a small shrine, in

which the picture of the Tsau /dun
|||

or as he is called the

tsdn shin
jj|| jjjjjj,

is set up by means of a pair of incense sticks. He

is represented in robes of office surrounded by ministers who execute

his commands. Before this shrine a veil is hung, as indicative of the

sacredness of the recess. It is worthy of our notice, that in the

system of religion commended to us by divine appointment, and in

some of those conveyed down from age to age by the doubtful hands

of tradition, a veil is interposed between the worshiper and the

object worshiped. In the Christian religion the veil is taken away,

and man is specially invited to contemplate the Deity, with the hope

that by frequent gazing he may ultimately be himself transformed

into the same image.

In the houses, which by their furniture indicated that they belong-

ed to persons above the rank of common soldiers, books were general-

ly found; some in Chinese, some in Mantchou, but the more part in a

mixture of both languages. It was evident that men, whose profes-

sion was only that of arms, spent some of their time in poring over

the venerated classics of China, for the works of Confucius and his

admirers were generally punctuated and exhibited other marks of being

well handled. Some of the classics were in manuscript, with the

Mantchou and Chinese in collateral columns. This might seem to be

with the view of teaching the Mantchou Tartars the value of the

national lore, but I am inclined to think that as the language, habits,

and feelings of the Chinese flow around every stranger with almost

irresistible force, that the main object of such manuscript efforts is to

keep alive the Mantchou language in its native purity. I am strength-

ened in this opinion by the fact that all the printed books were of a

didactic sort, and expressly meant to teach the Mantchou Tartar

language. In these books the writers show great skill in attempting

to give an analysis, orthoepical and etymological, through the me-

dium of such an unwieldy tongue as the Chinese, where each sound

is encumbered by a complex character, and with every half of truth

there is an extraneous half of falsehood.
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The alphabet of the Manlchous is susceptible of a neat reduction,

and when developed brings to view many phenomena in natural acous-

tics. The r of the Mantchous has a more distinct trill or burr than

is ever heard in either the Italian or the Spanish. The tongue is

heard to quiver in the articulation. There are three or four letters

with the sound of ck as heard in our word church, but I suspect

that when the language is spoken in its purity these characters have

each its appropriate sound. I questioned a Mantchou prisoner upon

this point, but he did not help me, as he was not a literary man and

had never seen the land of his forefathers. Many words in utterance

get an n, for which the alphabet does not provide. This reminds us

of the nunnation of the Arabic language, and is not far from what is

sometimes met in the Chinese, when followed through its different

dialects. At Ningpo, for example, many words end in a vowel not

unlike our English a; in the next province they gain the suppressed

sound of the nasal n; but in the Canton dialect they obtain the full

utterance of n without any let or hindrance as the breath passes

through the nostrils. But on this instructive and highly interesting

subject I trust I shall be better informed as we advance northward,

where I hope to meet with Tartars fully competent to answer any

question I may feel it necessary to put to them. The practice of

printing books with two collateral columns, one in Chinese and the

other in Mantchou, suggests a hint which the British and Foreign

Bible Society may deem it right to improve on some future occasion.

A gospel after the same plan, partly Chinese and partly Mantchou,

would be well received by the Tartars, as apart from the excellence

of the matter, they might thus have an opportunity of cultivating the

language they cherish so dearly in their remembrance.

The decorations of the Mantchou rooms, so far as the picturesque

is concerned, is altogether Chinese
;
the softer and soul-subduing

scenes of courtship, the pomp and pageantry of court levies, and the

dazzling displays of military prowess, figure in alternate succession

upon the walls of the Chapu Mantchous. The gates and doors are

adorned witji the figures of Chinese heroes, and thus the Mantchou

affects to adore the heroic ancestors of those men, whom his own

courage first brought low and still keeps in a state of subjection.

Court-worship is very common among them
;

scarcely a house in

which a likeness of the emperor or a civil officer in full robes is not

suspended in the most conspicuous part of the principal room. Before

this a table* is set, in the language of Isaiah, and upon this table

* Isaiah Ixv, 11
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incense slicks and lighted candles are placed as pertaining to the

duties of morning and evening devotion. A picture of the emperor

or empress is not seen in every house.; for I imagine that such a

picture is not always to be obtained, while Show shing kung, the officer

in his robes, with his ugly father and clouterly offspring may be

obtained at any painter’s shop, for a trifling sum of money.

As the business of the Tartars is fighting, bows and arrows, match-

locks and ginjalls, powder and other warlike materials were blended

with the furniture of the dwellings, and met the visitor at every turn.

In the routine of daily exercise, their minds become as familiar with

the use of arms as their bodies are with rest and refreshment.

Among other literary monuments, I found a description of ChSpii

in the Chinese language. The date of this performance is not set down,

but from the state of the ink and the texture of the paper, I should

guess it to be not more than 30 or 40 years old. It was probably

in part from a printed work which I have seen, and in part composed

from the original, by some Tartar soldier acquainted with Chinese, as

it chiefly relates to the affairs of the army. From this manuscript now

before me, it appears, that in the time of Yungching two Tartar

camps were organized, consisting of 800 troops each, that is of sixteen

centuries or companies of one hundred respectively, marshaled under

its own peculiar banner. This garrison was commanded by 42 officers

of different ranks and functions. About the same time 400 marines

were added to render the force more effective in its cooperation with

the coast guard. Additions were subsequently made to the official

staff, the value and importance of which it would not be easy to

estimate without the assistance of a Tartar soldier. About five years

after the organization of the garrison, the H&ngchau general, as

commanding officer appointed a maker of bows and two blacksmiths

to each banner, that with the original complement the number of

armorers amounted to thirty-two. In the following year sixteen of

the smiths became bow-makers, so anxious were the heads of the war

department, that the troops should be well provided with these war-

like implements. The statute number of arrows as I gather from the

list was 30,000. The smiths were employed in making steel helmets,

swords and matchlocks. A stand of 1500 of the last was ordered to

be in readiness for use.

It appears that each century had a banner of a different color

with a flying tiger depicted upon it. Several of these were taken by

our troops on the day of the attack, and shown to the writer as offer-

ing a problem for his solution. Each fifty men had its banner with a
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boa, or mang, pourtrayed in golden hues upon it in close resem-

blance to the lung, dragon, the imperial emblem among the Chinese.

In like manner every ten men had a banner of the same device, but

of smaller dimensions. And thus a very efficient method was adopt-

ed for marshaling the troops, and putting them into a condition to

receive an assault without noise and loss of time.

Not the least interesting part of the Chapu garrison was the navy.

This navy consisted in conformity with an edict of Kienlung’s, of nine

large and nine small cruizers and four others under a different deno-

mination. To cruizers of the first class, six marines were appointed

;

to cruizers of the second class, five
;
and to cruizers of the third class

four. Some time after, the four cruizers of the last class were ex-

changed for long boats, provided with sixteen marines each and five

officers to act as helsmmen, mates, &c., while the numerical force of

each of the other crews was augmented by one. Officers were nomi-

nated from time to time to drill these men, that they might be expert

in their duty. Subsequently other reforms took place, the number of

vessels was reduced to ten, each having twenty-five marines. The
entire number of marines was 400, which added to the two encamp-

ments made the whole garrison 2000 fighting men. These marines

were marshaled under the green flag.

In the time of Kienlung 100 soldier* were chosen to look after the

orphans, widows, and such as had no^fteans of support. Thus chari-

table considerations found a place in the bosom of the emperor to-

wards the poor and the needy of his father-land.

In the latter part of the work the pay of the different officers is

carefully tabulated, and descends in a graduated scale of adjustment

from that of the five highest officers to the marine, who received near-

ly three dollars per month in money, and a ration of rice sufficient

to maintain himself and his family. All the officers as well as men

received their salaries in rice as well as in money, but were allowed

to exchange their rice for cash if they thought proper. This was a

convenient arrangement as it enabled the superior officers, who receiv-

ed much more than was necessary for the support of their households,

to turn their superabundance into money in times of plenty, and in a

season of scarcity to realize more than enough without feeling the

pressure of hardship. Tablets prepared of a hard wood and written

hi the Mantchou character were among the prettiest things we found

at Chtip'u. These cablets were given to divisions of men whose divi-

sion in- virtue of them were allowed to draw their salaries from month

to month The smooth finish of the wood and the beauty of the

V
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writing, commended itself to those who knew nothing of the Man-

tchou character. These beautiful specimens of calligraphy show that

the secretaries of the executives of the Mantchou army were fully

alive to what is tasteful and ingenious.

Of the Tartars themselves, so far as personal acquaintance goes,

little information was gained at Chapu. An old woman suspended

by her neck, another wandering from house to house, and three of

the same sex killed by poison, or another presenting a rose to the

manes of her daughter, who had plunged herself into a well, were not

calculated to give us much insight into the habits of the people. On
one occasion, we found two girls tending upon a wounded father.

Their heads were large and their hair bushy, their faces broad and

flat. The younger of the twain was, however, not ill looking, and

a decent apparel and intelligible language might have made her a

pleasing object of interest. The Mantchou prisoners were persons

of no outward promise, with one or two exceptions. One of them,

who distinguished himself in the defense of the temple, was a well

built man, arid was perhaps not inexpert in martial exercises. He
spoke Chinese as if it had been his native dialect, and when asked to

write a phrase, he seemed more ready to put it into Chinese than in

Mantchou. He had copied something from the courteous etiquette

and complimentary address of the celestials, and of course found

many topics for eulogiuin and flattering titles in the writer. The
habit of blending two languages, and rendering them alike native has

in this case a very important result. For we obtain from it transla-

tions of doubtful words and phrases in Chinese into a language,

which is furnished with cases, tenses, adjective terminations, and

other grammatical contrivances for securing exactness of synthesis

and perspicuity of meaning.

The last thing I shall mention is the box of archives, which was

often found reposing upon a shelf near the top or highest part of the

room. It generally contained one or more rolls of white silk various-

ly trimmed and decorated with embroidery of a more showy color,

such for example, as yellow flowers upon a red ground. This roll was

a diploma from the emperor granted as a public recognition of praise-

worthy qualities. The calligraphy is remarkable, and presented most

engaging specimens of Mantchou as well as Chinese writing. The
date of the diploma is inscribed in the interval between the Mantchou
and Chinese, and the name of the individual in whose favor it was
issued written beside the date. The composition is divided into two

or more sections. In one the soldier is addressed by name, die qua-

vm xi. no. viii 55
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lities he possesses, or is expected to possess, arc described in terms of

studied elegance and evident amplitude. To the praise is joined

an exhortation more and more to cultivate sucli habits as become a

man
;
and it then concludes by saying that this roll is to make known

to all what the emperor is graciously pleased to think of his subjects’

good conduct. The style is eulogistic and atl'ects magnificence, but

not more perhaps than may be found in the diplomas of western col.

leges, or in the inscriptions with which our monumental records are

decorated. But in the second or third paragraphs we have some-

thing, for which an equivalent is scarcely to be found among us, whe-

ther our dwelling be on the eastern or western side of the Atlantic,

which is, a public testimonial in favor of the wife, ranging side by side

wi<th her husband’s. The lady has her share in the diplomacy, where-

in she is commended for all those virtues which best become her sex

and station, and isencouraged to persevere in their culture in the most

forceful and charming phrases that language can suggest. It seems

to be taken for granted that to perfect the character of a wise and

sober man the possession of a good wife is essential. The influence,

either for good or for evil, which a wife generally exerts over her hus-

band, is no secret to the observer of mankind; nor has it escaped

the wisest of men, when, in an elaborate encomium upon a prudent

wife, he thus describes the effect which her good conduct has upon

her partner : He is known in the gates when he sitteth among the

nobles.

Art. IV. Illustrations of men and things in China: popular opi-

nions and proverbs, relating to times and seasons, fyc., with

explanatory notes.

I. When a sage appears, the Yellow river becomes clear
;
when a

prefect refuses bribes, the Yue gem appears.

“The Yellow river, according to the Classic, becomes clear once in five

hundred years, which is a sign that a sage has appeared, or is to do so.—
The Yue gem occurs on the seashore in Fuchau ffi in Fukien, enve-

loped in a mist, and has only appeared once, when Sung YUyuen was prefect,

who was famed for integrity and justice.

o. When one gets what is useless to him, he is like one who has

obtained a field of stones; when otic attains a high literary degree, he

is said to have lauded on the shores of reason
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3. One explosion of fire-works does away with the old year;

‘ peach signets’ on every door changes the old year into the new.

“ L( Man lived in the hills, and the house of his neighbor, old Chung, was

continually infested with elves ; Man sent him every morning and evening

to a hall to burn bamboo, whose crackling alarmed them so that they let him

sleep in quiet till morning. On which account, people have since used fire-

works, and it has thus become a custom.” This is the account of the origin

of the custom of letting oft' fire-crackers at the close of the year, that their

crackling may terrify the spirits, and no malicious ones mar the harmony of

the coming new-year; for a similar reason, crackers are let off whenever any

enterprise, as a voyage, or a journey, is undertaken, not so much to get

good luck to attend it, as to drive away all evil from hindering it.

“ In Slioh hill grew an immense peach tree, whose roots were 3000 l(

in length
;
two small branches upon it, pointing to the north and south, were

called the 1 devil’s gates,’ at which they came and went. There were two

spirits, one called 5S hintQ, the other tf||i Yului, who ruled

all those demons that injured men ;
and Hwdngti drew their likenesses on

peach-wood boards upon his gate in order to ward off all noxious demons.”

Instead of peach boards, representations of these two deities upon paper are

now used, and every new year they are pasted upon the doors of houses, and

hardly a dwelling is to be seen without either their names or pictures upon

the front door. They are drawn like two furious demoniac looking beings, or

like two warriors in the attitude of daring each other to desperate combat.

4. ‘ Walking correctly’ (li twdn) is [a name for] the first morn-

ing of the year; ‘man’s day’ (jinji) is the seventh day’s happy time.

It is said that at the creation of all things, man was made on the seventh

day
;
the cock, dog, hog, sheep, cow and horse being respectively made on

the six preceding days in that order, and grain on the eighth day.

5. On newyear’s day present your prince a ‘ pepper-flower ode ’ to

pray for his long life; and also give men to drink ‘ reviving wine’ to

drive away noxious humors.

The ode is now discontinued
;
pepper is looked upon as a longlived plant,

whence its name was applied to the ode.—The 1 reviving wine ’ (Id sii tsid

)

originated with Sun Tsz’m&u of the Tang dynasty, who ordered a patient to

throw a dose of medicine into the well and drink of the water on newyear’s

day, when his ailments would depart. It is still drank for the same purpose,

though not prepared in the same way.

6. The new year is called the ‘ prince’s spring,’ and the departing

year is termed the ‘ guest year.’

The term prince’s spring
(wring cliun) was given by Confucius, to that

period which was chosen by Chau, the lord paramount of China, to commence
the year with, in distinction from the time chosen by the feudatory princes,

who to show their independence began it when they pleased.
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7. One hundred and six days after the winter solstice comes ihe

time to sweep the tombs; fifty days after the commencement of

spring (Feb. 6) is the time to worship the gods of the land.

6. The fourth month is called ‘ wheat autumn the fifth of the

fifth month is called ‘ sweet flag term.’

“ On this day (5th of the 5th month) precisely at noon, people cut up

leaves of sweet flag and steep them in wine, and drink off the decoction to

ward off the sickness and malaria of summer.” It is not drunk now, but

sprinkled upon the person.

9. On the fifth of the fifth month, the racing of boats commemo-
rates the drowning of Wu Yuen

;
the ascent of hills on the ninth of

the ninth moon is in imitation of Hiuenkiug, who thus escaped

calamity.

“Kiu Yuen jpi was a minister of king Hwtii of the state of Ts&, and

being banished by his master south of the Great river, he drowned himself

upon this day. The people of Tsu mourned for him, and instituted races of

dragon boats on that day in search of him, and also sacrificed to him with

bamboo tubes filled with rice,” which was scattered upon the water. This

was the origin of the festival of dragon boats, (so called from their length and

the figure head of a dragon,) which is observed with great spirit by the peo-

ple even to the present time
;
not for one day only, but for five or six.

“FI Ch4ngf6ng once told his friend Hiuenkiug, that on the ninth day of

the ninth month, a sudden calamity w'ould come upon his house
; wherefore

he had better sew some bags and fill them with eatables, and remove to the

hills to escape the evil. Hiuenking followed his advice, and in the evening

on his return home, found his cattle and stock all dead. ChSngfAng exclaim-

ed, ‘These instead of you!’” This practice is still continued, and people

improve the opportunity of an otherwise idle jaunt to visit the graves of

their friends, so that the remembrance of the first occasion is almost lost in

the observance of the other. At this same time, people sometimes carry a

kite, which is flown with a lighted stick of incense tied to the string; when

the string is burnt through and the kite floats away, they called it lih ts&i or

loosing calamities ;
the kite is made the scapegoat of their apprehended

misfortunes. But most men laugh at this custom, and fly no kites, because

they do not see its efficacy, or any particular connection between a kite and

a misfortune.

10. On the day when the gods of the land and grain are wor-

shiped with poultry and pork, everywhere is drunk the ‘curing deaf-

ness’ wine; on the 7th day of the 7th month, when the constellations

of the Weaver (Lyra) and Cow (Cyguus) cross the Milky Way, wo-

men everywhere pray for skill on the needle.

“ During the T;ing dynasty, the ladies of the palace, on the 7th day of the

7th moon, used always looking toward the moon to thread the nine-eyed
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needle with many colored silk
;

it

-

they succeeded, they considered them-

selves as having obtained skill.” The custom here alluded to is now some-

times observed, though the ceremonies have as much or more reference to

superstitions connected with the supposed transit of the two constellations as

to skill in embroidery or needlework.

I I. The men of the Tsin [dynasty] called their worship of the gods

at the end of the year lah, whence the twelfth month is now called

Idh ; the epitaph of the emperor Tsin Chihw&ng was ching’

,

therefore

the name of the first month was ordered ever after to he read 'ching,

and not ching' .

Meats used at this sacrifice were dried in the north wind, (a mode of pre-

serving animal food still employed,) and called lah .

—

This change of sound

exhibits the veneration of the Chinese for their sovereigns, for a character

used by the emperor for his own name must not be lightly employed by his

subjects
;
citing

’ ilk
svas Chihw6ng’s designation, and this tone was the

same as iE ching’, the first month, which was henceforward to be sounded

like (Ching, and not like ching’ . The present dynasty have altered

the forms of several characters.

12. When the ‘ashes’ (down) of the cat-tail reed fly about, then

winter has come
;
when the leaves of the Dryandra (uni tungj fall,

then autumn is known to be here.

13. To burn oil to eke out the day is [a phrase for] toiling labo-

riously night and day
;

to make noon as night is to turn the day

upside down.

14. An unsuccessful student who has not attained his degree

says, “ I have vainly wasted the years and months;” conversation with

a friend is called small talk about cold and heat (i. e. the weather).

15. It is detestable to see how mankind become chilly and warm;

it is odious to see the world act so loving and so distant.

“ This sentence speaks of the vulgar world, who always adulate the rich,

and lightly regard the poor
;
who accommodate themselves to the powerful,

and stick close to the strong, looking down upon the poor and ignoble. How
odious ! How detestable !”

16. The springtime of life will never return, wherefore we stu-

dents'should begrudge every moment
;
as our days and months are

gradually waning, so we, who mean to be scholars, must study while

waiting for the dawn.

“The great Y u did not value a foot of kingly power, but begrudged an

inch of time. ‘ If a sage like the great Yu did so,’ says To Chu, 1 how ought

we common men, to lament the waste of a single hairbreadth of time V ”

The example of my lord Chau, author of ttie Book of Rites, who studied in

the morning watch, is adduced for the emulation of students.
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Art. V. Topography of Chili; boundaries and situation oj the

province; its area and population; its subdivisions, rivers,

takes, mountains, plains, productions, fyp.

Since the publication of the maps which accompany the work of

Du liable, the northern boundaries of Chili have been greatly ex.

tended, so as to include almost as much territory on the north of the

Great Wall— its former limit in this direction—as t here is on the

south of it. As formerly the shape of the province is triangular.

Starting from a point in latitude 35° N., longitude 1“ W. of Peking,

where the provinces of Shantung and Shansi unite on the border of

Chili, run a line northeast to 43° 30' N., longitude 5° 30' east of

Peking, and it will form the longest side of the triangle. From the

last named point, run another line to longitude 3° west of Peking in

latitude 42° 30' N
,
and it will mark the second side of the triangle;

while another, from the last to the first, named points, will make the

third side. Such is the general configuration of the province. Start-

ing again from the same point as before, and following closely the

line of demarkation, you will find the boundary between Chili and

Shantung running in a very zigzag course to the sea, forty or fifty miles

southeast of the Pei ho. The seacoast forms the boundary from Shan-

tung to the Great Wall, which for a short distance divides Chill

from Shingking; and then a palisade is the separating line, until

near, or at, a river which is called the Hwang ho. This

river marks the northern boundary of the province from the palisade

to its source among the peaks of the Inner Hingan. Thence, for the

remainder of the distance there is no natural or artificial object, ex-

hibited on the map to indicate the boundary, running nearly due east

and west in latitude 42° 30' N. The western boundary, running

nearly north and south, stretches over more than seven and a half

degrees of latitude, and divides Chili from Shansi and Honfin.

The area of the province, as given by Staunton, is 58,949 square

miles; and the population, as given by the Chinese, 27,990,870, being

an average of 475 inhabitants to the square mile, showing a sparser

population than some of the provinces to the south of it. It will

compare in size with the states of Michigan, Illinois, or Arkansas,

in the United States; with England and Wales united; and with

Nipal, as that kingdom is usually delineated.

The subdivisions of the province, as exhibited in the following

tabular view, are numerous—some of them differing from those in

the other provinces.
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i- 1 X iff Shuntien fu ; or the

Department ot Shuntien, includes twenty-four districts.
Its chief city Peking, situated in lat. 39° 55' N., and long. ] 16° 25'

E. of Greenwich.
Western circuit.

Silu ting.

i m w
Chdh chan.

2km
Tahing.

3

Yuenping.

4 ft
Lianghiang.

5 )% ih
F&ngshan.

Eastern circuit.

m & m
Tunglu ting.

6 is ttl

Tung chan.

i ii Hi
Ki chan.

8 = %
Sanho.

9 $
W utsing.

10 if
Pauti.

ii 9 a*
Ningho.

12 f fs
Iliangho.

Southern circuit.

Nanlu ting

13 1 ffl

Pa chau.

14 7E
Pauting.

15 * £
Wanan.

16 k hilc

Titching.

17 @ ^
Kuan.

18 fc
Yungtsing.

19 S. £
Tungan.

Northern circuit.

tmm
Pelu ting.

20 § #i
Cliangping cAaw.

21 III (§
Shunl.

Hwaijau.

23 ff
Miyun.

24

Pingkct.

U- Pauling fu ; or the

Department of Pauting, comprises seventeen districts.
Its chief city is situated in lat. 38° 53' N., and long. 52' 31" W. of

Peking.

1

2

3 X i

m
s

5

6

7

8

9

Tsingyucn, 10 ^ j|| A'nsu,

Pohye, 11 § -S Yungching,

A'n chau, 12 /E 1B1 Tinghing,

Kauyang, 13 |^| Sinching,

U ,4 ft If Hiung /tten,

Tang, 15 Mwanching,
Wangtii, 10 Smart,

Kt chau, 17 ye If Yuen him.
Sliulu,
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III. f Jf}-
Chingte fu; or the

Department of Chingte, comprises six districts,

1 ¥ #< ffl
Pingtsiuen chau

,

4 $=j| |!!f
Kienchang,

2 1| Lwanping, 5 |1J|
Chauyang,

3 iff % Chifung, 6 $ Fungning.

IV. /R fit Yungping fu ; or the

Department of Yungping, comprises seven districts.

Its chief city in situated in lat. 39° 56' 30" N., and long. 2° 25' 28''

E. of Peking, and 1 18° 50' 28" E. of Greenwich.

1 jj> || Ladling, 5 g§ ^ Tsien-an,

2 Lohting, 6 ^ Funing,

3 |!j Changli, 9 ^ Linyii.

4 'jfl Lwan chau ,
/ » I

V. i^tl Iff Hokien fu

;

or the

Department of Hokien, comprises eleven districts.

Its chief city is situated in lat. 38° 30' N., and long. 38' W.

Peking.

1 Pq| Hokien,

2 ® || Hien hicn
,

3 tk Kuching,

4 ^ :

jpp Kiauho,

5 Jjft Fauching,

6 7^ Tungkwang,

7 jp; 'jH King chau,

8 Wukiau,

9 fir Jinkiu,

10 fjfj of? Suning,

11 ®s. Ningtsin.

of

VI. k :

i' # Tientsin fu ; or the

Department of Tientsin, comprises seven districts.

Its chief city is situated in lat. 39° IF N., and long. 46' 22" E. of

Peking.

1 Tientsin,

2 fjff ill Yenshan,

3 H ® Kingyun,

4 10 Tsinghai,

5 pf Tsing hien,

6 Tsang chau

7 ^ ^ Nanpi.
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VII. ]E aE. Ckingting J'u ; or the

Department of Chingting, comprises fourteen districts.

Its chief city is situated in lat. 38° 10' 55" N., and long. 1° 43' W.
of Peking.

1 IE Chingting,

2 |fl tyfa
Lwanching.

3 |f| pjj( Kauching,

4 l§f ffl Tsin cliau,

5 W jH Hvvohii,

6 7cft Yuenshi,

7 ^ Je, Tsanhwang,

8 Tsingking,

9 §j!§
Sinloh,

10 ft JS Hingtang,

11 1! IS Lingshau,

12 jp» Fauping,

15$ ft Wuki,

14 fLl Pingshan.

VIII. H|l Shunte fu; or the

Department of Shunte, comprises nine districts.

Its chief city in situated in lat. 37° 7' 15
"

N., and long. 1° 49' W.
of Peking.

6 Pinghiang,

7 fpf Kwangtsung,

8 fir Jin hien,

6-lt.W Tangshan.

1 ffR ft Hingtai,

2 *$7 7Pj Shaho,

3 p\) Nuikiu,

4 ^ Kiilu,

5 |>n Nanho,

IX. faf JfJ* Kwangping fu

;

or the

Department of Kwangping, comprises ten districts.

Its chief city i^ situated in lat. 36° 45' 30" N., and long. 1° 34' 39'

W. of Peking.

1 7K Yungnien, 6

2 4? Ching-an, 7

3 J-jE Feihiang, 8

4 j^p| ^jr Kwangping, 9

5 $$ lp|{ Hantan,

'll Tsz’ chau,

Kiuchau,

Ki'tse,

^ Wei
|
hien,

10 yf| ’JpJ
Tsingho.

X. Jff Taming fit ; or the

Department of Taming, comprises seven districts.

56VOL, XI. NO, VIH.
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Its chief eity is situated in lat. 36° 21' 4" N., and long. 1° 6' 30"

W. of Peking.

1

TCtt Yuenching, 5 Nanloh,

~ ^ $1
Taming, 6 ||| Kai chau,

3 TP] jl Tsingtung, 7 ^ Jb Ch&nghiuen,
4 III ^ Tungming,

XI. J=L "fll Jjtf Siuenhwa fu

;

or the

Department of Siuenhwa, comprises ten districts.
Its chief city is situated in lat. 40° 37' 10" N., and long. 1° 20' 2"

W. of Peking.

1 H ft Siuenhwa, 6 y

J^| ^ Hwai-an,

2 P£u-4n chau
, 7 Sitting,

3 '|^ Hwailai, 8 lH Lungmun,
4 &§ II fH Yenking chau, 9 ^ ibf Chiching,

5 ffl
JM Wei chau, 10 g| & Wantsiuen.

XII. ^ >H‘l Tsunhwa chau

;

or the

Department of Tsunhwa, comprises two districts.

1 3i EB Yutien, 2 §J jj§ Fungjun.

XIII. Jj? Y* chau; or the

Department of Yi, comprises two districts.

1 ^ /K Laishui, 2 Jj!r ^ Kwangcheing.

XIV
. /{$ fl’lj Chau chau

;

or the

Department of Chau, comprises five districts.

1 M Pehiang, 4 f g Kauyi,

2 ^ W Ningtsin, 5 Linching.

3 |i^ Lungping,

XV. ft M Ki chau ; or the

Department of Ki, comprises five districts.

Its chief city is situated in lat. 37° 18' 15" N., and long. 46' 30''

W of Peking.
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1 S Tsaukiang, 4 7jC Hangshui,

2 |r
:M Sinho, 5 £ Wuyi.

3 S' Nankung,

XVI. /jp- jj*| chau

;

or the

Department of Shin, comprises three districts.

1 Wukiang, 3 |ff!/ Jauyang.

2 ^ A'nping,

XVII. %!j{\ Ting chau; or the

Department of Ting, comprises two districts.

Its chief city is situated in lat. 38° 32' 30" N., and long 1“ 19' 30"

W. of Peking.

1 ^ Shintse, 2 Kiuyang.

XVIII. P jll Kaupe tau

;

or the

Department of Kaupe, comprises three districts.

1 iSPl District of Changkia kau
;

2 j!j} P jfj§,
District of Tushikau

;

3 ^ fli 11 District of T6lunn6h’rh.

XIX. ^ Pp 1

fff Chah-hoh-rh
;
or the

Department of Chahar.

Recapitulating the departments and districts of the province of

in a summary manner, they will stand thus.

1 . Shuntien fu
,
having 24 districts

2. Pouting fu, having - 17 districts

3. Chingte fu, having - 6 districts

4 Yingping fu, having - 7 districts

5. Hokien fu, having - - -
1 1 districts

6. Tientsin fu, having - 7 districts

7. Chingting fu, having 14 districts

8. Shunte fu, having 9 districts

9. Kwdngping fu, having 10 districts

10. Timing fu, having ... 7 districts

11 . Siuenhwi fu, having 10 districts

12. Tsunhwi chau, having 2 districts

13 Yi chau, having ... 2 districts
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14. Siau chau, having - 5 districts;

15. Ki chau, having - 5 districts;

16. Shin chau, having - 1 3 districts;

17. 'Ping chau, having - - 2 districts
;

18. Kaupe tau, having - - 3 districts;

19. Ch&har, having - 1 district.

Peking, Tientsin, Je ho, and Pei ho, have already been described,

in former numbers of the Repository. The description of Peking,

occupying forty pages, and accompanied by a map, will be fobnd in

vol. II., p. 432, and the sequel. Omitting as far as possible to repeat

what has been before said of the abovenamed places, we proceed

now to notice the several departments in their order.

I. The department of Shuntien is distinguished from all the other

divisions of the empire by being the ujT
£j|Jj

King-sz’, or residence

of the imperial court. According to governmental measurement, it

extends 600 h from east to west, and 488 from north to south. On
the north and northwest it is bounded by the Great Wall, from which

it extends to the sea, east of Tientsin. Its shape is that of a quad-

rant, the radii of which are three or four rivers, running under the

Wall, and from thence converging to the point where they disem-

bogue in the gulf of Chil i. The most eastern of these rivers is called,

where it intersects the Wall, jtj }5J
Kiu h6: it rises not far beyond

the Wall, and descends almost due south, passing near Ki chair, and

receives the waters of several minor streams. The second, proceed-

ing westward, has two sources on the north of the Wall— first the

SIM Chau ho, and then the & H Pc lid, or White river, usu-

ally written “ Pei bo:” these unite just below the district of Miyun
;

then take a southerly course to Fung chau, near Peking; and thence

the river forms the great thoroughfare to Tientsin and the sea. The

third, a river of some magnitude, is called i|jf Sdng/cien, on the

north of the Wall, and 7^ /£ Yungting on the south. The fourth,

and last, is the Kumd • Both of these, the S&ngkien and

the Kumi, flow into the lake Jp[
Tungting, west of Tientsin,

near which place they unite with the Pe ho, and with it flow into

the sea.

From this notice of the rivers of Shuntien, it is natural to infer,

what travelers affirm, that the whole of the country north and west of

Peking is mountainous, while in the opposite direction the surface

stretches out in one broad plain.

The prefect of this department resides at Peking, which copiprises
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i.he districts of Tilling and Yuenping. The prefecture, or fa, being

large and important, is parted into four divisions, or circuits, under

an equal number of sub-prefects: the first, tesiding at Yuenping,

governs five districts, forming the western circuit
;
the second, resid-

ing at Tungchau, governs seven districts, forming the eastern cir-

cuit; the third, residing at Taping, also governs seven districts, form-

ing the northern circuit; the fourth, residing at Changping, governs

five districts, forming the northern circuit.

II. The department of Pauting is situated on the southwest of

Shuntien. Its chief city is distant from Peking some eighty or nine-

ty miles, and the high road from the capital to Shansi passes through

it. On the southeast.it is bounded by the departments of Hokien

and Shin chan; on the south, by Ki chau
;
on the southwest, by

Ting chau; on the northwest, by Shansi; and on the no-th by Yi

chau. For several miles, the Great Wall forms its northwestern

boundary; and in that direction the country is high and hilly, giving

rise to several small streams, the waters of which, after uniting in one

stream, flow into the Siting, east of the city Pauting. Si-

ting is a small lake, and is connected by two small streams with the

Tungting lake, named in the description of Shuntien. The eastern

and central parts of the department present to the traveler a richly

cultivated, and well watered region. Du Halde speaks in high terms

of the roads, which are shaded by rows of trees. Pauting fii is the

proper residence of the provincial government.

III. The department of Chingte includes, in its six districts, the

whole of the northeastern part of the province—having Shingking on

the east, the Great Wall on the south, and Chtihar on the west—and
constitutes not less, probably, than one fourth of the area of the pro-

vince. Its principal river is the
|||

Lwdn

;

it takes its rise in Cha-

har, east of the Pass called Kiipc, runs due north through one or two

degrees of latitude, and then, turning round eastward, flows south

into the gulf of Chili, passing under the Great Wall, and receiving

the waters of many small rivers—among which is the Je ho. Ma-
cartney’s embassy traveled through the southwestern quarter of this

department, in the journey from Kiipe to the residence of the em-
peror at Je ho. The country traveled over by the embassy, has been

described by Staunton and Barrow, to whose works the reader can
refer, and also to that of Du Halde, who calls it Karchin, or Kar-

ching. Nothing can be more charming than some of the gardens
described by Staunton— nothing more dreary than some of the plains

noticed by Du Halde. Since the latter wrote, the country has proba.-
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bly greatly improved under the culture of the Chinese who have emi-

grated thither. Tribes of Mongols inhabit its northern and western
r> o

frontiers.

IV. The department of Yungping forms the most eastern portion

of the province, south of the Wall. Its shape is triangular—the Wall

being on the north
;
the sea or gulf on the southeast

;
while the

Lw&n ho, or a line near it, makes the southwest boundary. It is

neither very extensive nor fertile. The jJ^ jfij-
jpi| Shanhai kwan,

or Ilill-sea barrier, stands near the coast, where the Wall terminates

in that direction. Du Halde says that it is a fort standing near the

Wall; but according to our maps it appears to be a fortified pass in

the Wall itself.

V. The department of H6kien is bounded, on the north by Shun-

tien
;
on the east, by Tientsin; on the southeast and south, by Shan-

tung; on the southwest, by Kvvangping
;
on the west, by KI chan

and Shin chau
;
and on the northwest, by Pauting fu. The name of

this department, interpreted, signifies the “ region between rivers.”

Three run through it, almost parallel one with another, from the

southwest to the northeast. The whole department is apparently one

plain, and nearly on a level with that about Tientsin.

VI. The department of Tientsin is bounded, on the north by

what is usually called the Pei ho, but which is named, in the maps

before us,
pt* Chiku; on the east by the sea; on the southeast

and south, by Shantung; on the west, by Hokien; and on the north-

west, by Shuntien fu. The river, which serves as a part of the Grand

Canal, runs from the south to the north near the western boundary

of the department.

VII. The department of Cliingting is bounded, on the west by

the province of Shansi; on the north, by Ting chau; on the east, by

KI chau; and on the south, by Siau chau. A few miles east of north

from Peking, the Great Wall divides into two branches—one stretch-

ing off to the west and north, the other to the southwest; the latter,

after forming the northwestern boundary for the departments of

Shuntien, Yi, Pauting. and Chingting, here terminates at the south-

west of this department, on the banks of a river called the jg i^
Sihdn h6. This, and three other rivers, which have their sources

in Shansi, after intersecting the Wall, flow eastward, two of them

emptying their waters into the Siting lake; and the others, after

uniting their waters, empty themselves into another lake, called the

^ yjj
Ningtsin pe.
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VIII. The department of Shunte is bounded, on the north, by

Si&u chau
;
on the east, by Ki chau ; on the south, by Kwangping ;

and on the west, by the provinces of Shdnsi and Hontin. Near its

centre is the Tdlu tsc, a shallow lake or marsh, into

which three small rivers flow from the west and southwest. This is

one of the most fertile and populous parts of the empire. Du Halde

says that touch-stones for gold, and sand for polishing precious

stones, both highly valued throughout the empire, are found in this

department.

IX. The department of Kwangping is bounded, on the north, by

Shunte and Hokien
;
on the east by the province of Shantung

;
on

the south, by Taming fu
;
on the southwest and west, by Hon&n.

Two rivers have their sources in this department; and another, divid-

ed into three branches, traverses*it— all flowing from the southwest

to the northeast.

X. The department of Taming fills up the long and narrow neck

of land that forms the most southern portion of the province, between

the provinces of Shantung and H6nfm. Its northern districts are

traversed by two or three rivers, which flow to the northeast, and

enter the sea northward of the promontory of Shantung; while seve-

ral others, having their sources in this department, take an easterly

course, and mingle their waters with those of the Hwting ho, or other

streams, which enter the sea on the south of Sh&ntung. f Like that

of Shunte, the departments of Kwangping and Taming are fertile,

well watered, and populous.

XI. The department of Siuenhwa occupies the northern part of

the space included between the two branches of the Great Wall,

noticed when describing the seventh department, viz. Chingting. It

is spacious, mountainous, and well watered. The river Sangkien, or

Yungting—which, under the former name comes in from Shansi,

flows through this district, and in its course receives the waters of

several minor streams, of which the eastern and western
^3^

Yang

arc the principal. Du Halde speaks in high terms of this territory,

and of its chief city. Timkowski, who visited it on his way to Pe-

king in 1820, thus describes SiuenhwtL. “ The crenated wall which

surrounds it is thirty feet high, and puts us in mind of that of the

Kremlin, and resembles those of several towns in Russia. It consists

of two thin parallel brick walls, the intermediate space being filled

with clay and sand. The wall is flanked with towers. We passed

through three gates to enter the city; the first is covered with iron

and large nails; at the second is the guard-house
;
we thence proceed-
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ed along a broad street bordered with shops of hardware, and ware-

houses of carts, when we reached the triumphal gate. We went

through several large and small streets, which are broad and clean
;

but, considering its extent, the city is thinly peopled.” Timkowski

also visited the chief towns of the districts Pau-an and Hw&ilii, and

gives us a pleasing account of the country. He met many Mongols,

chiefly Chfikars, returning from Peking : also numerous caravans of

camels, loaded with brick tea, going northward.

This is perhaps the most suitable place to notice the four celebrat-

ed Passes through the Gieat Wall, west of that near the coast: the

latter, that of Sh&nhai is called a kwan
,
or barrier; the former are

called kau, i. e. gates, or passes. Proceeding westward from the

coast, the following are their names, in order.

1
.1§L ^ p Hifung kau, lat. 40° 26' N.

2 P Kupe kau, lat. 40° 43' N.

^ p Tushi kau, lat. 41° 19' 20" N,

4 ^ p Changkia kau, lat. 40° 51' 15" N.

These names translated, literally, will read thus
;

1. Joyful-peak

gate; 2. Old-northern gate; 3. Solitary rock gate; and 4. the Long-

family gate, so called, Klaproth says, because a family by the name

of Chang (or Long) first lived there. Macartney’s embassy passed

through the Old-northern gate
;
Timkowski’s, through that of the

Long-family
;
of which he thus speaks

;

“ It is divided by a river into

two parts, the upper and lower town : the former is situated on the

Mongolian side of the frontier, and its gates are built in the Great

Wall, which passes over the mountains. To the west of these gates

the old wall is distinguished only by a stone rampart, and a green

hill, on which a tower formerly stood.” The lower town is a fort, or

fortified town, on the south of the Great Wall. Timkowski SayS,

Changkia is the key of the commerce of China with Russia, and in

part also with Mongolia; and hence there is usually assembled at

that place a great concourse of merchants. The commander-in-

chief, or the keeper-general of C’nahar resides here, with a large mi-

litary force.

XII. The, department of Tsunhwd lies between those of Shuntien

and Yungping, on the west and east; and between the Great Wall

and the sea, on the north and south ; and is neither very extensive

nor in any way worthy of particular notice.

XIII The department of Yi is likewise in no ways remarkable
;

it is bounded by the departments of Siuenhwa, Shuntien, and Pau-

ting : on the north, east, and south
;
and by Shansi on the west
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XIV. The department of Sidu lies between tliose of Chingting

and Shunte on the north and south; and between Ki chau and the pro.

vince of Shansi on the east and west. In it is the lake Ningtsin pe.

XV. The department of Ki lies due east of the last named, from

which it differs in no way worthy of notice.
,
The above-named

lake, forms its western border.

XVI. The department of Shin lies directly on the north of that

last named, to the southwest of that of Hokien, and south of Pauting.

XVII. The department of Ting is nearly midway between Pau-

ting and Chingting, with the chief towns of the three departments

nearly in a right line.

XVIII. The department of Kaiipe lies on the north of Siuenhwa,

west of Chingte, with the territory of Chahar on its north and west.

Its chief magistrate resides at Changkia in Siuenhwa, which is also

the residence of one of its three under magistrates; a second resides

also within the Great Wall, at or near the Solitary-rock gate; while

the third resides at To-lun-noh’rh, sixty or seventy miles further

northward.

XIX. The department of Chahar lies westward and northward

from Kaupe
;
and in the face of the country, nature and productions

of the soil, and character of the inhabitants, the two are quite alike.

The country for the most part is mountainous and wild. The inha-

bitants are shepherds and herdsmen, and keep the flocks and cattle

of their imperial master, the son of heaven. Their ancestors formed

one of the eight divisions of the grand army of the Mantchous, which

conquered China in 1644 They are among the most faithful of the

Mongols, and are distributed into eight bands, under that number of

different standards—which are a plain and bordered yellow
;
and plain

and bordered red
;
with white and blue distinguished in the same

manner. Timkowski writes the name of this country Tsakhar, and

says the word, in Mongolian, means “ frontier country.”

Barrow says that during the months of August, September and

October, while they were in Chili, there was one continued succes-

sion of cloudless days, showers of rain falling only on one occasion.

The range of Fahrenheit’s thermometer was, in

August, 80° to 88° at noon
;

at night 60° to 64°;

September, 76° was the medium at 2 o’clock p. in.;

October, about 68°, descending sometimes at night to 14°.
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4oU Remarks on the Cuc/uueiuncse Language. Ate,

Art. VII. Remarks un the Cochinchinese language, designed to

disprove the opinion that the language of Cuchinchina is dif-

ferent from that of China. In a note to the editor.

In reading, in a late number of an American Journal, a notice of the

Cochinchinese language, I observed a statement that the two nations,

viz., the Chinese and Cochinchinese, “do not understand each other,

either in reading or speaking;” and again, “ that the Cochinchinese

cannot read Chinese books, unless they have learned Chinese.” We
have been accustomed to think that the only written language the

Cochinchinese have is the Chinese, and of course they cannot read

Chinese books before they have learned them
;
but we are still dis-

posed to think that every native of Cochinchina, who has learned to

read in his own country, can read Chinese books. We are inclined

to this belief from the fact, which is well authenticated, that books

prepared and printed in Cochinchina have been circulated and read

understandingly by the Chinese, who have never been in that coun-

try, and again Chinese books have, under our own observation, been

sought for and intelligently read by the Cochinchinese, not only

by the higher classes but by the common people, such as prisoners of

war, among several hundreds of whom an equal or greater proportion

could read Chinese books than among the same class of native born

Chinese. We have also seen Cochinchinese, able to read a Chinese

book and to explain the meaning through the medium of a third lan-

guage, who could not speak a word of Chinese; and we have also

had an opportunity, during a visit to their own country, while desti-

tute of any spoken language we knew in common, to prove by a

practical use of the Chinese character as a medium of communicat-

ing thought, that it is understood by them generally. For not only

the petty officers, who visited us on ship board, but among the fisher-

men and cottagers, we found persons who readily understood our

inquiries, and by means of the pencil settled the prices and quantity

of the various articles of provisions required for the ship. They also

gave to the character the same signification, and assigned it the same

location'in a sentence, that a Chinese would, allowing for the differ-

ent forms of expression, which different individuals, speaking the

same language, will sometimes adopt, and especially persons speaking

different dialects of the same language. It will probably be found

that, although the Chinese written character may on the whole be
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need and understood alike in different portions of the empire, still a

familiar composition written by any individual might, contain some

peculiar forms of expression which would be regarded as excellencies

by those speaking the same dialect, while they would be looked upon

as blemishes by those of another province.

Men of different dialects may not only use entirely different sounds

in expressing the same idea, but they may and often do use different

characters which may be synonymous in signification, but one o-

which when pronounced may better harmonize with a particular diaf

lect than another, and for that reason may be chosen. And if the Co-

chinchinese should occasionally use a character out of its ordinary

signification, giving it a local sense, it would be no more than is done

in some of the provinces in China, and especially in some of the co.

lonies out of the empire, where the people would be unwilling to

acknowledge that their language was not Chinese.

If in Cochinchinese, as is stated, the same character is used in

various senses, with a distinct sound for each
;

this instead of being a

peculiarity proves its identity with Chinese, in which the same thing

occurs. Thus in the dialect of Fukien, ^ is read siet>, a proper

name; lc
(
iet>, sorrowful

;
and fcH’

,

to unite. In Tiechii (Cli&uchau fu),

heng actions, and hang, valient. In the court

according, but it does not necessarily follow from this that there are

three distinct languages so far as these characters are concerned. Nei-

ther would any one dialect by giving to a few characters a local sig-

nification, differing from the one in general use, thereby become

entitled to the appellation of a new language. So it is believed that

the colloquial medium of the Cochinchinese is but one of the dialects

of Chinese, while the written language is essentially the same in both.

The article above alluded to, which asserts that the Cochinchi-

nese written as well as spoken language is distinct from the Chinese,

leaves also on the mind of the reader an impression that the Cochin-

chinese is nearly al ied if not identified with the languages of Cam.
boja, Laos, and Siam. This latter impression we think to be equally

incorrect with the former. The colloquial spoken by the Cochinchi-

nese is far from resembling that spoken in the other countries named,

while these have a written language with an alphabet widely differing

from the Chinese character The Siamese, Laos, and Cambojan
languages are analogous to each other, and there are individuals from

Cochinchina in these several countries speaking their own language,

but they seldom teach it to those with whom they reside
, whereas

completely
;
kien, to diminish

;
and ying.
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the Chinese in some ot these places have settled in such great mini*
hers, and constitute such an important portion ol the community that

they have transferred many expressions from their colloquial medium
to the native language of the place : e. g. the Siamese numerals are
niing, song, sam, si, ha, hok

,
diet, pet, kaou, sip, sounds sufficiently

resembling those givei^, to the numerals in some of the dialects of

Chinese to show that one is derived from the other. In Siamese a

chair is called kaou-i, the same as in Chinese; a horse is called via, so

in Chinese; money is called gin, which is nearly or quite the sound for

the same thing in some of the dialects of Chinese. Again, we trace

a resemblance in the form of asking a question
;

the Siamese say ki-

mong

,

for what time, the Chinese ki-shi

?

the Siamese say ki-m’noi,

for how many ? the Chiuese, kit6. Again for finished the Siamese
have laou, and the Chinese lidu; for great the Siamese would say to,

and the Chinese td or twa. In short, in listening to the Siamese and
Chinese as they are spoken, one is daily noticing sounds used alike

in the two, with the same signification, while the written language of

the two is as unlike as English and Arabic. D.

Art. VI. Portrait of Shduhdu, the fourth of the foe ancient

sovereigns, with remarks on Chinese historical writing.

But for the purpose of rendering our series of portraits complete, we

might content ourselves with saying of this monarch, as professor

Kidd has properly enough done, that nothing occurs in his history, as

written by native authors, worthy of being translated. The profes-

sor’s remark is perfectly correct. It would, however, in a Chinese

historian, be an unpardonable omission of duty thus to pass over

even the humblest of the five great monarchs of antiquity His

names, with the reasons for them
;

his parentage
;
the circumstances

attending his birth, with the place thereof; the character and acts

of his government
;
and the particulars of his death, and so forth,

—

must all be related in the exactest manner. It matters little how the

facts are obtained, or what may be their character, weighty or unim-

portant
;
they must be cleared from all obscurities, and recorded as

unquestionable verities. In the historian, who has exhausted all the

/ncans at his command for gaining the truth, such positivenes3 is not

t.
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unbecoming. The reader of history will always be pleased with sim-

ple narrative of things that have been or are; conjectures, fancies,

and the like, he can easily make for himself. How Chinese authors

obtained a knowledge of the particulars they relate of the five em-

perors,—the cotemporaries of Adam, Noah, &c.,—we know not.

When what they say existed or occurred, if there be any reason

for repeating it, we will repeat, and “ put it on record ” as they have

done. But where there are no evidences of credibility to be found,

then we may cease to repeat what they would fain have us believe.

The genuineness, the integrity, and the credibility of Chinese early

writings, both historical and philosophical, deserve a degree of at-

tention which they have never yet received, either from native or

foreign scholars.
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Art. VIII Journal of Occurrences: the eastern expeditionary

force; memorial from Hu Chau ; British expelled from Ningp6;
Jail of Wasting ; hong-merehunts summoned by Flipu ; Hingan

;

Wang Ting ; Amoy ; Hongkong.

On the return of the expedition from China, says a late number of

the Indian Review, “ we hope lord Ellenborough will not forget the

insults of the Burmans, the encroachments of the Nipalese,” &,c. . . .

And when is the expedition to return? Two full months—July and

August,—have passed since the British community have had any
dispatches from H. B. M.’s sole plenipotentiary, and chief superin-

tendent of trade of British subjects in China. There are rumors—of

an advance up the Yangtsz’ kiang as far as to Kiangning, the an-

cient Nanking,—of the flight of its army and people;—of the occupa-

tion of the forts at the mouth of the White river (or Pei ho); of the

flight of the emperor to his summer residence on the Warm river (or

Je ho);—of the determination to decline all terms for an amicable ar-

rangement;—of the return from banishment of Lin, and of his ap-

pointment as commissioner to Canton
;
&c., &c. Such are the

rumors. Supplies, &.C., are constantly being sent forward to head-

quarters on the coast. Time will soon show the results, and with the

return of the northerly winds the dispatches for this place will not be

long in reaching their destination.

2. Hu Chau’s offer of services is extracted from a late Peking

Gazette. The paper itself is without date, and it may be the same

offer that is alluded to on page 62, but we rather think not for he

speaks in this of having already waited a year. Hu Chau was the

superior officer of Yang Fang, who came to Canton last year.

Hu Oh&u, great protector of the heir-apparent, general of the guard at the

Kientsing gate of the palace, major-general of the division of the province, pa-

triotic earl of the. second rank, and a pfithlfi of distinguished bravery, kneels and

memorializes respecting his ardent desire to give vent to his feelings, and looking

up begs the sacred glance upon it.

Your servant is well aware that he was originally but a poor inefficient subal-

tern, and has successively received imperial favors ever since he was a mere

lackey in the army up to his present elevated rank. Formerly, on account of

the dastardly rebel Jehanguir making commotions among the people and troub-

ling the frontier, I, having exhibited the terror of our arms, seized and brought him

to the capital, where he was made a public example. The dignity of great protec-

tor of the heir-apparent was then conferred on me by specinl order, and the title

of patriotic earl, together with a two-eyed peacock’s feather, a riding jacket of

yellow satin, a ‘ thrice-joyful’ archer’s ring, and sundry other things were be-

stowed upon me. That I, who have not a particle of merit should so unexpectedly

receive such distinguished marks of approbation, filled my breast with confusiou,

and the more I thought thereon the more was I ashamed.

Last year, as soon as the alarming intelligence came from TinghAi in the sixth

month, I immediately ordered all my officers to drill the. marines perfectly, and

put every kind of equipment in the best of order; I also sought out skillful arti-

sans who have cast t>5 large cannon, and made 500 stands of arms, each gun being

about two and a half feet in length, and carrying twice the charge of the old
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guns ;
in these, no sooner has the first gun gone off than the other succeeds it. I

have moreover made a man-of-war vessel, having two wheels each side, and a

large copper mortar on the bow to carry fire in; these wheels revolve of them-
selves ;

the model is taken from that of the western foreigners, which it resem-

bles; it goes a hundred l( in a twinkling. 1 have besides this, with the savings

of my own salary, collected more than 5000 brave and experienced men, whom
1 have kept day and night in constant readiness and practice for any public

exigency.
Lately hearing of the disturbances in Canton, and also that Amoy was lost, my

hair bristled from irrepressible indignation. Moreover, I reflected that our dynas-

ty, from its constant use of soldiery, has always been successful wherever it had
turned its arms: how has it happened therefore that these petty contemptible
English barbarians have waxed so outrageous? It is not because the rules of
strategy are not understood, nor because the troops fear the burnt of battle, but

simply because these rebels alone had steamers, cannon, and such sorts of things,

by which they could overcome us who had none of them, and give full scope to

their outrageous violence without the least apprehension. Now, having made
my vessels, guns, &c., all ready, and learned the navigation of the channels, 1

am exceedingly desirous to exhibit the terror of our arms upon the ocean, and
requite the many favors-of my sovereign : but I cannot imagine why after waiting

a whole year I have not received a commission to active service. Can it be be-

cause the ‘sacred thought’ compassionates my debility, and does not wish me to

emulate the hard toil of the dog or horse? My age is but threescore, nor is my
strength yet weakened, but in walking, riding and archery, my vigor is quite as

good as ever. This proposal is by no means made from a covetous desire of
honors or rewards, but simply because the troubles on the maritime frontier are

not quelled, and because the poor people there are so afflicted. Your majesty is

now greatly discomposed by the troubles at the south, nor am I and my comrades
restricted to serve in any one spot: can we merely consume our stipend with-

out an exertion, and not be covered wtih confusion ?

Prostrate I beg, that these my incoherent notions and private feelings may be
noticed, and that I may be allowed to hasten with utmost speed to Fukien, where
I will seize these barbarous rebels and offer them up before the palace with the
greatest alacrity. Your servant intently awaits the imperial commands, while he
humbly implores a sacred glance upon this careful memorial.

3. The British forces expelled from Ningpo. The Peking Ga-
zette of June 4th contains an imperial edict, awarding honors to

the heroes who led H. I. M.’s forces to expel the barbarians from
Ningpo. Peacock’s feathers, &,c., are to be bestowed on the leaders

according to their respective deeds, which, as recounted by Yiking,

were neither few nor small. The attack on the English was a com-
bined one, there being more than seventy vessels, with large land

forces cooperating. The carnage was dreadful; more than 300 of

the English were killed; five ships were destroyed; and powder,
military hats, &.C., were borne off as trophies! Ail this was done
without any loss on the part of the Chinese— for fortunately it was
achieved subsequently to the evacuation of the city by the English,

on the 7th of May last.

4. The fall of Wusung, and other places in its vicinity, has been
reported to the emperor, by his excellency (Niti) Buffalo, (for such
when translated is the name of) the governor of Liang Ki&ng. He
had reported the advance of the rebellious barbarians on the 15th of

June; and now he lias to report the loss of several cities, for which,
and the violation of law, he begs that heavy punishment may be in-

flicted on his own person. He takes care, however, to tell his mas-
ter how he had braved the hottest of the fight “on the battle-field,
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where cannon-balls innumerable, (tying in awful confusion through
the expanse of heaven, fell before, behind, and on either side of him

;

while in the distance he saw the ships of the rebels, standing erect,

lofty as the mountains. The fierce daring of the rebels was incon-
ceivable. Officers and men fell at their posts. Every effort to resist

and check the onset was in vain, and a retreat became inevitable.”

The memorial as it comes us, is without date; but must have been
written shortly after the occurrences it narrates

5. Hong-merchants summoned by Tlipv. This old commissioner
and his colleagues, having sent off a dispatch to Canton, requiring
two of the hong-merchants immediately to repair to Suchau, made
report thereof at the same time to their master, setting forth the rea-

sons for h'aving so done. These were childish enough: their excel-

lencies were afraid there would be no means of communicating with
the English, and that,in consequence thereof, the barbarians would
intrude themselves upon the tuner Land, and create confusion. How-
ever, his majesty has not been pleased to sanction the summons; and
consequently the said hong-merchants have returned to look after

their private affairs.

6. Hingan, an old favorite but degraded minister of Taukw^ng,
of Lienchau memory, is often noticed in the Gazettes, and is no
doubt exerting much influence in the imperial counsels during these

times of troubles.

7. Wang Ting, late cabinet minister, reports current in Canton
say, hung himself, and that he did this because he was unable to

carry certain measures which he had brought forward. In the Ga-
zettes we do not find any allusion to the causes of his demise, which
is deplored, and high honors conferred.

8. At Amoy, everything remains quiet. The people on Killing

su have to a great degree, resumed their occupations, and the inter-

course between it and Amoy, is unobstructed.

9. Hongkong. The progress of public and private works has been
somewhat accelerated during the present month; and the amount of
business done gradually increases. A little tea has lately been
brought down coastwise, which has been shipped to England. To
the number of residents, there have been added,—an attorney-at-law,

Mr. Edward Francomb from London—and a master-builder, Mr. F.

Langes from Calcutta.

The Queen’s Road (Baptist) chapel at Hongkong was dedicated

on the 17th ultimo, a very neat and commodious building, consider-

ing its cost, which was less than one thousand dollars. It is built of

“concrete earth,” is about 70 by 27 feet, with cupola, bell, &c.
It is the first Protestant chapel built on Hongkong, but not the ‘first

in China:' nor is the church, which meets within its walls, “the first

Christian church formed in China;” it is the properly of the Ame-
rican Baptist Board of Missions, having been erected under the care

of the Rev. J. L. Shuck, one of its missionaries, by subscription

among the foreign community.














